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I. Setting the Context
The history of central banking began with payment services. Since then payment-related innovation has always
been an integral part of central banking. Modern examples include the establishment of systems allowing for
immediate interbank gross settlement and the recent increased emphasis on faster retail payment systems. Central
bank digital currencies (CBDCs) represent another such potential innovation.
Benoît Cœuré and Jacqueline Loh, Bank for International Settlements (March 2018)1
The worldwide payments landscape is witnessing large-scale changes, as a direct result of technologically
mediated interventions. The increasing permeation of digital products has stepped up the demand for an easier,
faster, and more cost-efficient global payments system. Across the world, countries are individually considering
proposals for and the implications of issuing central bank digital currencies (“CBDCs”) - a digital version of the fiat
currency that central banks issue in modern economies.
Digital money is not a new concept. However, the popularity of new technologies, including the distributed ledger
technology (“DLT”)2 and the rise of new privately issued currencies (stablecoins and cryptocurrencies) has
triggered a strong interest in a central bank issued and backed digital money for everyday use. The interest in a
centrally operated and possibly cryptographically secured digital cash-equivalent stands in stark contrast to the
idea of decentralization first floated by Satoshi Nakamoto in the white paper on “Bitcoin” more than a decade ago.3
The research on CBDCs is still at a nascent stage – however, wide international interest has fuelled progress
particularly over the last few years. The Bank for International Settlements (“BIS”) that has been tracking CBDC
developments in different countries notes that over the last four years, CBDC work in surveyed jurisdictions grew
by one third - with 86% of the 67 central banks participating in BIS’ survey confirming CBDC research in their
respective jurisdictions.4 Many advanced jurisdictions as well as emerging economies are exploring the possible
issuance of a CBDC alongside cash to pursue specific policy priorities relevant for their respective jurisdiction,
with many countries testing their pilots. While CBDC is viewed to have the “potential to be the next step in the
evolution of money”,5 CBDC issuance calls for cautious optimism. The novelty and complexity associated with
CBDC involves important questions about its possible impact on the financial system and its stability.
In several countries, CBDCs are increasingly being studied as a potential tool to enable financial inclusion and
increase the efficiency of domestic and cross-border payments. Such research is particularly relevant to India
which is currently witnessing one of the highest global growth rates of cashless payments6 and also has a huge
share of unbanked and underbanked population.7However, there is a striking paucity of research and public
discourse on both the desirability as well as viability of a CBDC in India. In India, while the reference to CBDC first
appeared in 2016, it is only in 2021 that the Reserve Bank of India (“RBI”), India’s central bank formally
acknowledged that it has constituted an internal working group8 and is examining the need for a CBDC in India.9
1

Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructure, Bank for International Settlements, ‘Central Bank Digital Currencies’ (2018)
<https://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d174.pdf> accessed 22 March 2021.
2
“DLT is a way of recording and sharing data across multiple data stores (also known as ledgers), which each have the exact same data records
and are collectively maintained and controlled by a distributed network of computer servers, which are called nodes.” See See European
Parliament, ‘Cryptocurrencies and blockchain’ (2018)
<https://www.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/150761/TAX3%20Study%20on%20cryptocurrencies%20and%20blockchain.pdf> accessed 20
March 2021.
3
Satoshi Nakamoto, ‘Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System’ (2008) <https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf> accessed 22 March 2021.
4
Codruta Boar and Andreas Wehrli, Bank for International Settlements, ‘Ready, Steady, Go? – Results of the third BIS survey on central bank
digital currency’ (2021) <https://www.bis.org/publ/bppdf/bispap114.pdf> accessed 21 March 2021.
5
Bank for International Settlements (BIS), ‘BIS Annual Economic Report’ (2020) <https://www.bis.org/publ/arpdf/ar2020e3.pdf> accessed 21
March 2021.
6
BIS, Red Book Statistics, Use of payment services/instruments: volume of cashless payments (2019)
<https://stats.bis.org/statx/srs/table/CT5> accessed 21 March 2021.
7
World Bank Group, ‘The Global Findex Database 2017’ (2017) <https://globalfindex.worldbank.org/> accessed 21 March 2021.
8
“RBI internal panel working on model of central bank's digital currency, decision very soon”, The Economic Times (6 February 2021)
<https://bfsi.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/policy/rbi-internal-panel-working-on-model-of-central-banks-digital-currency-decisionvery-soon/80718180> accessed 21 March 2021.
9
RBI, ‘Booklet on Payment Systems’ (2021) <https://www.rbi.org.in/Scripts/PublicationsView.aspx?id=20315> accessed 21 March 2021.
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However, unlike many jurisdictions, there is not much publicly available information on India’s approach towards
CBDC. Research into possible use cases of a CBDC for India appears to be the next logical step in India’s journey
towards a ‘less-cash society’. While many CBDC projects across the globe primarily have a domestic focus, some
countries have also conducted bilateral experiments to explore the cross-border use case of CBDC. The G20 has
made cross-border payments as a priority. As India prepares to take on the presidency of the G20 countries in
2023, it has the opportunity to set a global discourse on CBDC developments particularly from a cross-border
payments perspective.10
Against this backdrop, this working paper seeks to contribute to the ongoing discourse on CBDC by providing an
overview of CBDC developments across the globe, along with an analysis of how such developments compare with
the specificities of the Indian context. The working paper does not address the normative question of whether
India should issue a CBDC. The working paper hopes to initiate the discussion of a possible digital rupee in India.

Scope and Methodology
While it may be argued that some form of CBDC exists even today in the form of reserve accounts held by financial
institutions with the central bank, the transformative nature of recent CBDC initiatives is the retail focus. Such
initiatives intend to democratise access to central bank accounts for households and businesses or alternatively,
make digital central bank liabilities available to such users. Therefore, this working paper focuses on retail CBDC,
and not a wholesale CBDC, which is primarily intended for inter-bank payments. Further, the opportunities,
challenges and design choices of a retail CBDC will vary from a wholesale CBDC and accordingly, we propose to
study them separately.
The methodology for this working paper incorporates a qualitative review of the extant literature on CBDC
developments across the globe. This has been complemented with consultations with experts and academics in
the fields of law, economics, and finance to gain insights into how a CBDC may operate in India. In studying
geographies, we have attempted to cover a gamut of jurisdictions with diverse social and economic backgrounds,
and have relied predominantly on official sources of information. Specifically, we have traced the CBDC research
in 43 countries (including the European Union (“EU”)and Eastern Caribbean) (“Surveyed Jurisdictions”)11 which
have either published any official report, issued a statement, or released any other document on the official
website of the central bank describing or acknowledging its CBDC research. The only exception to this approach
has been adopted for the CBDC research in China, for which the authors have relied on secondary literature.
Please note that the Surveyed Jurisdictions also include countries that are pursuing research on a wholesale
CBDC. For reports on CBDC published on the official website of the central banks, this working paper specifically
excludes those reports that have been published with a caveat that the report does not reflect the views of the
central bank. This working paper focuses on such reports that have been released by the concerned central bank
or has been endorsed by it. The authors believe that such filtration is necessary so that this paper can capture the
most accurate stand taken by a particular central bank on CBDC.
In the analysis of potential motivations, risks and design choices, this draft of the working paper does not focus on
economic or technical implications and considerations associated with CBDC issuance, as we believe that the
same is still evolving and we hope to address the same in our upcoming work.

10

Financial Stability Board (FSB), ‘Enhancing Cross-border Payments: Stage 3 roadmap’ (13 October 2020)
<https://www.fsb.org/2020/10/enhancing-cross-border-payments-stage-3-roadmap/>accessed 21 March 2021.
11
Please note that some projects in certain countries being reported as CBDC projects by news reports have not been considered for this
working paper. For instance, the eCFA in Senegal is not included because it is not issued by a central bank. Similarly, Project Bakong in
Cambodia is a form of payments infrastructure and not a CBDC. Similarly, in Venezuela, the government has issued a commodity backed
crypto-asset. It is will be backed by one barrel of oil, or any other commodity (hydrocarbons or minerals as will be notified by the government
from time to time). We are not including the same in the list of Surveyed Jurisdictions given that this may not qualify as a CBDC as the same is
not issued by a central bank.
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II. Money and CBDC
Money and the Payments System
Money is the central component of all modern economies. To understand digital currencies, it is useful to revisit
the concept of money. Broadly, in economic terms, money is understood to serve three functions - a store of value,
unit of account, and a medium of exchange.12 As a store of value, the value of money remains relatively predictable
over a large period; as a unit of account, it facilitates a measure of value; and finally, as a medium of exchange,
money is used to sell and purchase goods and services.13
In modern economies, central banks are the most familiar issuers of money.14 Central bank money is a claim
against the central bank and typically takes two forms - current accounts held with the central bank by designated
financial institutions (mostly banks) and cash (banknotes and coins) issued by the central bank that is accessible to
the general public as well as to financial institutions and companies. While commercial banks and key financial
institutions hold accounts with a central bank, the general public can only hold central bank liabilities in the form
of cash.
The central bank is not the only issuer of money. The scope of money also includes money created by the private
sector, specifically deposits held by the general public at commercial banks.15 Therefore, in a modern economy,
both central bank and commercial bank money co-exist. Unlike the central bank money, commercial bank money
in the form of deposits is a liability against the concerned bank where such deposits are held. This liability is not at
par with central bank liability, as commercial banks may default. To mitigate these risks faced by depositors,
financial regulation seeks to increase public trust and confidence in such banks, through various means such as
deposit insurance, prudential regulation and resolution powers in case of financial distress.16 The general public,
however, perceives and uses these forms of money interchangeably as long as the same is denominated in the
same currency. The Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructure (“CPMI”)17 notes18 that there are
primarily two factors relevant for this - (a) existence of a form of money that has the support of the state / central
bank (i.e. the central bank money); and (b) the convertibility of other forms of money (such as commercial bank
deposits) into central bank money, and vice versa. The CPMI goes on to note that irrespective of the form that
money takes, it is broadly these factors that give rise to the “single character” of currency, which is necessary
(though not sufficient as clarified) for money to become the measure of economic value or the unit of account.19
One of the defining features of money is its ability to serve as a medium of exchange, accepted as means of
payment for goods and services.20 To support this function, economies rely on payment systems which are broadly
defined as a “set of instruments, procedures and rules for the transfer of funds among participants”.21 Generally,
payment systems are classified as retail and wholesale payment systems. Retail payment systems cater mostly to
households and businesses handling large volumes of low-value payments. This includes payment systems
12

Arthur Nussbaum, Basic Monetary Conceptions in Law, 35 MICH. L. REV. 867 (1937); Michael McLeay, Amar Radia and Ryland Thomas,
‘Money in the modern economy: an introduction’ (Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin, 14 March 2014).
<https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/quarterly-bulletin/2014/q1/money-in-the-modern-economy-an-introduction> accessed 21 March
2021.
13
See also N Gregory Mankiw, ‘Macroeconomics, Chapter four: Money and Inflation’ sixth edition (2009) 30 December 2020
14
CPMI, BIS, ‘The role of central bank money in payment systems’ (2003) <https://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d55.pdf> accessed 20 March 2021.
15
Sayuri Shirai, ‘Money and Central Bank Digital Currency’ (Asian Development Bank Institute Working Paper Series, February 2019)
<https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/485856/adbi-wp922.pdf> accessed 21 March 2021.
16
Anton N. Didenko and Ross P. Buckley, ‘The Evolution of Currency: Cash to Cryptos to Sovereign Digital Currencies’ (2019) 42
Fordham Int'l L.J. 1041 (2019)
17
CPMI is an international standard-setting body that promotes, monitors and makes recommendations for the safety and efficiency of
payment, clearing, settlement and related arrangements. The CPMI also serves as a forum for central bank cooperation in related oversight,
policy and operational matters, including the provision of central bank services. See also, BIS, ‘CPMI – overview’ (2021)
<https://www.bis.org/cpmi/about/overview.htm> accessed 20 March 2021.
18
CPMI, BIS, ‘The role of central bank money in payment systems’ (2003) <https://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d55.pdf> accessed 20 March 2021.
19
CPMI, BIS, ‘The role of central bank money in payment systems’ (2003) <https://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d55.pdf> accessed 20 March 2021.
20
BIS, ‘Central Banks and payments in the digital era’ (BIS Annual Economic Report, 2020) <https://www.bis.org/publ/arpdf/ar2020e3.pdf>
accessed 20 March 2021.
21
CPMI, BIS, ‘Principles for financial market infrastructures’ (2012) <https://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d101a.pdf> accessed 20 March 2021.
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facilitating card payments and e-money / e-wallet transactions. A wholesale payment system processes large
value payment for interbank settlements, such as the real-time gross settlement system (“RTGS”) typically
operated by central banks. Wholesale payment systems tend to settle in central bank money due to the exposure
that can arise between the settlement institution and the participants.22 The use of central bank money as a
settlement asset in wholesale payment systems reflects the safety and reliability of such form of money.
Therefore, the foundation of a safe and efficient payment system is closely tied to the trust in money.
While most transactions in modern economies continue to be supported by central banks, the last few decades
have witnessed a radical transformation in payments landscape, with the emergence of new payment methods
and interfaces developed by the private sector. Such payment methods appear to have leveraged technological
innovations to serve the end-users better. These developments have pushed central banks in several countries to
consider whether and how to respond to these market developments in the field of retail payment intermediation,
with many central banks focusing on whether to issue a digital version of the central bank currency i.e., a CBDC.
The next section seeks to deconstruct the concept of a CBDC as is currently being explored through ongoing
research.

Deconstructing a CBDC
There is no well-settled universal definition of a CBDC. The CPMI (2018) notes23 - “CBDC is not a well-defined term.
It is used to refer to a number of concepts. However, it is envisioned by most to be a new form of central bank money. That
is a central bank liability, denominated in an existing unit of account, which serves both as a medium of exchange and a
store of value.”
A Staff Discussion Note issued by the
International Monetary Fund (“IMF”) in 2018
further throws some light on the definition of a
CBDC by clarifying that it is ‘a new form of money,
issued digitally by the central bank and intended to
serve as legal tender’ and which is distinct from
other forms of money typically issued by a central
bank i.e. banknotes and traditional reserve
accounts maintained by banks with the central
bank.24
To locate CBDC in the taxonomy of money and to
understand the different forms of CBDC, existing
Figure 1: Money Flower [Source: M L Becht and Rodney Garratt, Central
bank cryptocurrencies (2017)]
literature on CBDCs have relied on the ‘money
flower’ designed by M L Bech and Rodney Garratt.25
Bech and Garratt identify four key properties of money: issuer (central bank or other); form (digital or physical);
accessibility (wide or restricted); and technology (account or token-based).The CPMI notes that central bank
digital money is located at the center of the money flower and highlighted in grey. As discussed above, a CBDC
must be distinguished from central bank money in the form of reserves and settlement accounts currently
maintained by financial institutions with the central bank (highlighted in the light grey shaded area in the money
flower). Based on the properties mentioned in Figure 1, the CPMI notes26 that a CBDC may assume different forms,
out of which two are token-based forms of CBDC (token-based general purpose CBDC and token-based
wholesale CBDC) and one is an account-based CBDC (account-based general purpose CBDC). While a general
purpose CBDC (also referred to as a retail CBDC) would be primarily targeted at households and businesses and
CPMI, BIS, ‘The role of central bank money in payment systems’ (2003) <https://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d55.pdf> accessed 20 March 2021.
23
CPMI, BIS, ‘Central Bank and Digital Currencies’ (2018) <https://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d174.pdf> accessed 20 March 2021.
24
Tommaso Mancini Griffoli ; Maria Soledad Martinez Peria ; Itai Agur, et al, ‘Casting Light on Central Bank Digital Currency’ (International
Monetary Fund (IMF), 12 November 2018) <https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/Staff-Discussion-Notes/Issues/2018/11/13/Casting-Lighton-Central-Bank-Digital-Currencies-46233> accessed 21 March 2021. See also CPMI, BIS, ‘Central Bank and Digital Currencies’ (2018)
<https://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d174.pdf> accessed 20 March 2021.
25
M L Becht and Rodney Garratt, ‘Central bank cryptocurrencies’ (BIS Quarterly Review, 17 September 2017)
<https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt1709f.htm> accessed 21 March 2021.
26
CPMI, BIS, ‘Central Bank and Digital Currencies’ (2018) <https://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d174.pdf> accessed 20 March 2021.
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be made widely available, a wholesale CBDC would only be used for inter-bank payments, security settlements,
or other wholesale transactions.
Next, it may be useful to briefly discuss the distinction between an account-based and a token-based CBDC.
Broadly, an account-based system is distinguished27from a token-based system by way of identification
requirements. An account-based system relies on the ability of its participants to verify the identity of the account
holder. In contrast, a token-based or a store of value system is founded on the transfer of some payment object
(banknotes, electronic stored value) between the payer and the payee and depends on the ability of the payee to
verify the genuineness of the object / token being transferred - as opposed to the identity of the payor under the
account-based system. From a design perspective, an account-based and a token-based CBDC corresponds28 to
the two existing types of central bank money - i.e., deposit accounts held at the central bank by commercial banks
(account-based) and banknotes (token-based). The distinction between account-based and token-based systems
assume significance from a design perspective of a CBDC since regulatory considerations may differ based on the
choice of validation. This design may also impact the role of banks and private players in facilitating access to
CBDC.
In its simplest form, an account-based CBDC may resemble the existing deposit accounts held by customers with
commercial banks, except that in the case of an account-based CBDC, such an account will be held directly with
the central bank. Further, unlike, deposits with commercial banks, this form of money will be a claim against the
central bank. Transaction will involve transferring CBDC balances from one account to another and will depend
on the ability to verify that a payor has the authority to use the account and has sufficient funds in her account.29
Given that such a model may involve central banks assuming functions of account servicing on such a huge scale,
which may strain its resources, many commentators have argued that central banks may consider outsourcing the
daily operation of core infrastructure, including user-facing and account servicing functions to the private
sector.30
Contrary to this, a token-based or a value-based CBDC is likely to involve a digital token issued by and
representing a claim on the central bank.31 Like banknotes, whoever ‘holds’ the tokens at a given point in time
would be presumed to own the token.32 Transactions in token-based CBDC may depend on the ability to verify

27

See Charles Kahn, Francisco Rivadeneyra, and Tsz-Nga Wong, ‘Should the central bank issue e-money?’ Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
Working Paper 2019-003 <https://s3.amazonaws.com/real.stlouisfed.org/wp/2019/2019-003.pdf> accessed 20 March 2021; David Chaum,
Christian Grothoff, and Thomas Moser, ‘How to issue a central bank digital currency’ (Swiss National Bank Working Papers, 2021-03, 2021)
<https://www.snb.ch/en/mmr/papers/id/working_paper_2021_03> accessed 21 March 2021.
28
David Chaum, Christian Grothoff, and Thomas Moser, ‘How to issue a central bank digital currency’ (Swiss National Bank Working Papers,
2021-03, 2021) <https://www.snb.ch/en/mmr/papers/id/working_paper_2021_03> accessed 21 March 2021
29
Tommaso Mancini Griffoli, Maria Soledad Martinez Peria, Itai Agur, et al, ‘Casting Light on Central Bank Digital Currency’ (International
Monetary Fund (IMF) Staff Discussion Paper, 12 November 2018) <https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/Staff-DiscussionNotes/Issues/2018/11/13/Casting-Light-on-Central-Bank-Digital-Currencies-46233> accessed 21 March 2021; Tony Richards, Chris
Thompson and Cameron Dark; ‘Retail Central Bank Digital Currency: Design Considerations, Rationales and Implications’ (Reserve Bank of
Australia Bulletin, 17 September 2020) <https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/bulletin/2020/sep/retail-central-bank-digital-currency-designconsiderations-rationales-and-implications.html> accessed 21 March 2021;
David Chaum, Christian Grothoff, and Thomas Moser, ‘How to issue a central bank digital currency’ (Swiss National Bank Working Papers, 202103, 2021) <https://www.snb.ch/en/mmr/papers/id/working_paper_2021_03> accessed 21 March 2021.
30
Norges
Bank,
‘Central
Bank
Digital
Currencies,
No
1|2018’
(2018)
<https://www.norgesbank.no/contentassets/166efadb3d73419c8c50f9471be26402/nbpapers-1-2018centralbankdigitalcurrencies.pdf?v=05/18/2018121950&ft=.pdf> accessed 20 March 2021; Tony Richards, Chris Thompson and Cameron
Dark; ‘Retail Central Bank Digital Currency: Design Considerations, Rationales and Implications’ (Reserve Bank of Australia Bulletin, 17
September 2020) <https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/bulletin/2020/sep/retail-central-bank-digital-currency-design-considerationsrationales-and-implications.html> accessed 21 March 2021;
David Chaum, Christian Grothoff, and Thomas Moser, ‘How to issue a central bank digital currency’ (Swiss National Bank Working Papers, 202103, 2021) <https://www.snb.ch/en/mmr/papers/id/working_paper_2021_03> accessed 21 March 2021.
31
Tony Richards, Chris Thompson and Cameron Dark; ‘Retail Central Bank Digital Currency: Design Considerations, Rationales and
Implications’ (Reserve Bank of Australia Bulletin, 17 September 2020) <https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/bulletin/2020/sep/retail-centralbank-digital-currency-design-considerations-rationales-and-implications.html> accessed 21 March 2021.
32
Tony Richards, Chris Thompson and Cameron Dark; ‘Retail Central Bank Digital Currency: Design Considerations, Rationales and
Implications’ (Reserve Bank of Australia Bulletin, 17 September 2020) <https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/bulletin/2020/sep/retail-centralbank-digital-currency-design-considerations-rationales-and-implications.html> accessed 21 March 2021.
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the authenticity of the token (to avoid
counterfeits) rather than establishing
the account holder’s identity.33
Settling a transaction using tokenbased CBDC would require external
verification of the tokens. Therefore,
transactions might not be entirely
anonymous, like cash.34 Considering
the novelty of such digital tokens,
research on this area is still emerging.
To highlight how a token-based
system may function, a research
report by officers of Sveriges
Riksbank (“Riksbank”) seeks to
explain the transfer of digital tokens
Figure 2: Illustration of how digital tokens may work [Source: Hanna Armelius, et al, On the
authorised through a digital signature
Possibility of a cash-like CBDC (February 2021)]
using public and private key
cryptography, as highlighted in Figure 2.35
While the discourse surrounding the taxonomy of digital currencies adopts the account versus token distinction,
some have argued that digital currencies can be both token and account-based, and therefore this taxonomy
should be shelved until a clearer distinction may be established.36 However, there are some commentators37 that
still maintain that such distinction is essential. They observe that there is a distinction between the two insofar as
the information that is carried by the information asset. In an account-based system, the assets (accounts) are
associated with transaction histories that include all the credit and debit operations involving the accounts. In a
token-based system, the assets (tokens) carry information about the value and the entity that issued the token.
This paper does not particularly take into account the specific distinction between an account-based and a tokenbased CBDC and focuses on retail CBDC, irrespective of the design being account or token-based.

How are CBDCs different from cryptocurrencies
and stablecoins?
Following the release of the famous white paper on bitcoin by the anonymous Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008,38 the
discourse on cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum has only amplified, both for its underlying DLT as well
as the currency’s high volatility. Moreover, Facebook’s announcement of the Diem (formerly Libra) project in 2019

33

Norges
Bank,
‘Central
Bank
Digital
Currencies,
No
1|2018’
(2018)
<https://www.norgesbank.no/contentassets/166efadb3d73419c8c50f9471be26402/nbpapers-1-2018centralbankdigitalcurrencies.pdf?v=05/18/2018121950&ft=.pdf> accessed 20 March 2021
34
Tommaso Mancini Griffoli, Maria Soledad Martinez Peria, Itai Agur, et al, ‘Casting Light on Central Bank Digital Currency’ (International
Monetary Fund (IMF) Staff Discussion Paper, 12 November 2018) <https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/Staff-DiscussionNotes/Issues/2018/11/13/Casting-Light-on-Central-Bank-Digital-Currencies-46233> accessed 21 March 2021.
35
Hanna Armelius, Carl Andreas Claussen and Isaiah Hull, ‘‘On the possibility of a cash-like CBDC’ (Sveriges Riksbank Staff Memo, February
2021)
<https://www.riksbank.se/globalassets/media/rapporter/staff-memo/svenska/2021/on-the-possibility-of-a-cash-like-cbdc.pdf>
accessed 21 March 2021;
“Public-private key cryptography is a mathematical method for encrypting and decrypting instructions. It uses a widely broadcasted public key
as an identifier (akin to a bank account number) and a secretly held private key. Both keys are a string of numbers that are mathematically
related to each other via “one-way” mathematical functions. The latter are harder to reverse than to compute..” See BIS, ‘BIS Quarterly Review:
International banking and financial market developments’ (March 2020) <https://www.bis.org/publ/qtrpdf/r_qt2003.pdf> accessed 20 March
2021.
36
Rod Garratt, Michael Lee, Brendan Malone, and Antoine Martin, ‘Token- or Account-Based? A Digital Currency Can Be Both’ (Federal Reserve
Bank of New York Liberty Street Economics, 12 August 2020) <https://libertystreeteconomics.newyorkfed.org/2020/08/token-or-accountbased-a-digital-currency-can-be-both.html.> accessed 21 March 2021; Hanna Armelius, Carl Andreas Claussen and Isaiah Hull, ‘‘On the
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attracted widespread attention to stablecoins, and thrust yet another term to the world of digital currencies.39 As
authorities across the world grapple with the rise of these privately issued digital currencies and related
regulatory issues, central banks across several countries are exploring a CBDC as a safe alternative to these
privately issued currencies. Therefore, to appreciate such concerns and motivations of central banks, it may also
be useful to situate CBDC in the context of such digital currencies.40
Historical accounts of monetary instability and failed currencies underscore the significance of the institutional
framework through which money is supplied.41 For money to effectively perform the functions discussed earlier
there must be trust in the stability of its value.42 Trust in fiat currency stems from the public’s belief and trust that
the central bank will not go bankrupt and default.43 Over the years, governments have sought to instil such trust
and confidence in the fiat currency through the institution of an independent central bank. As discussed above, in
modern economies, money is provided through central banks and commercial banks. The previous section already
highlights the key role of the central bank as the issuer of currency, provider of safe infrastructure for payments
in such currency and in ensuring safe, scalable and efficient payment systems, which in turn generates public
confidence in money and the payment systems. While most modern day transactions happen through money and
payment systems supported by central banks, the last few years have witnessed the emergence of a variety of
private means of payments.
Broadly, cryptocurrencies and stablecoins aspire to be a new form of currency.44 Cryptocurrencies rely on
cryptography and seeks to be a means of payment. Unlike banknotes which are the liability of the central bank,
such currencies are no one’s liability and cannot be redeemed, and their value is derived from the expectation that
they will be valued and used by others. They allow for digital peer-to-peer exchange and employ DLTs.45 Unlike
centralised ledgers maintained by central banks to record transactions, in a distributed ledger system, “multiple
copies of the central ledger are maintained across the financial system network by a large number of individual
private entities.”46These ledgers and transactions are validated using cryptography.47Such technologies “allow a
consensus to be achieved across members of the network regarding the validity of the ledger.”48 Economically,
although cryptocurrencies are capable of serving the three economic functions of money (store of value, unit of
account, and means of payment), it currently fails to fulfil these attributes effectively. Even though there are
businesses which have started accepting cryptocurrencies as payment, it can be arguably said to function as means
of payment as reports suggest that such businesses remain limited in number.49 Further, cryptocurrencies also fail
to perform the other two functions of money - store of value and unit of account. The prices of cryptocurrencies
fluctuate extremely, sometimes even on an intraday basis. Therefore, the ability to purchase certain goods and
39
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services (purchasing power) using cryptocurrencies varies over time, and makes it a poor store of value.50 There is
not much evidence to support that cryptocurrencies are used as a unit of account. The extreme volatility of such
currencies is likely to prevent them from becoming a useful unit of account. As mentioned earlier the value of such
currencies may change on a day to day basis, thereby requiring retailers to recalculate prices frequently, which
can be costly and confusing. Therefore, the uncertainty in their market value often makes cryptocurrencies
difficult to be used a valid reference point for setting consumer prices.51
To deal with some of the shortcomings of cryptocurrencies especially concerns relating to the volatility of such
currencies, some privately issued crypto-assets known as 'stablecoins' have emerged, which tie the value of such
stablecoins to some underlying asset such as fiat currencies.52 The Financial Stability Board (“FSB”) notes that a
stablecoin “commonly refers to a crypto-asset that aims to maintain a stable value relative to a specified asset, or a pool
or basket of assets. In turn, the value of these assets typically determines or affects the market value of a stablecoin.”53
The FSB further notes that while stablecoins may have the potential to bring efficiencies to payments (including
cross-border payments), a widely adopted stablecoin (commonly referred to as 'global stablecoins'), with a
potential reach and use across multiple jurisdictions could become systemically important across one or more
jurisdictions, thereby giving rise to systemic risks if not regulated. While there are several arguments for and
against such cryptocurrencies and stablecoins, the discussion on the same is outside the scope of this working
paper. This section seeks to set out the basic distinction between these currencies and CBDC to set the context
for a discussion on why certain Surveyed Jurisdictions are looking at CBDCs as an alternative to deal with the
concerns that emanate from such privately issued currencies.
Fiat currency

CBDC

Cryptocurrency

Stablecoin

Issuer

Central bank/state

Central banks are envisaged to issue
CBDC

Private entity

Private entity

Intrinsic
Value

None

None

None

Value may be pegged to
some underlying asset such
as fiat currencies

Legal
Tender54
medium of
exchange

Yes

Likely to be conferred a legal tender

No

No

Yes

Likely to be designed as a generally
acceptable means of payment

Yes, but in limited cases

Regulation

The central bank retains
control over issuance.
The powers of the
central
bank
are
commonly
circumscribed through
legislation.

No regulation in place, since CBDC is yet
to be issued.

Yes, but in limited cases. Not
acceptable if a jurisdiction
bans the same.
The regulatory regime for
cryptocurrencies is still
evolving, with ban /
restrictions on use being
witnessed
in
many
jurisdictions. Many regulate
them as crypto-assets or
securities.55

No definitive legal scheme
has been enacted so far.
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III. Analysis of CBDC
Developments in Surveyed
Jurisdictions
As research on CBDC development picks up in different jurisdictions, this section focuses on various motivations
and opportunities driving CBDC research in the 43 Surveyed Jurisdictions. In doing so, this section briefly
discusses the challenges and the possible designs which are being explored in Surveyed Jurisdictions. Key findings
from this analysis will be relevant to inform the CBDC research in India. A detailed list of all the Surveyed
Jurisdictions along with their status of CBDC developments is set out in Annexure A.56
KEY FINDINGS

•

Most Surveyed Jurisdictions have adopted either a positive or a neutral stance towards CBDC issuance. Irrespective
of their stance, most Surveyed Jurisdictions continue to research on CBDC, should the need to issue a CBDC may
arise in the future.

•

Most Surveyed Jurisdictions (around 26) are exploring a retail or general purpose CBDC and around 8 Surveyed
Jurisdictions are exploring a wholesale CBDC, primarily for cross-border payments. There is limited information
available on the design of the CBDC for the remaining Surveyed Jurisdictions.

•

19 Surveyed Jurisdictions have published a report on their CBDC research. This includes reports published by 6
Surveyed Jurisdictions on their cross-border wholesale CBDC tests. As discussed in the project methodology, this
report excludes reports which have been published by individual authors at central banks and which have been
issued with a disclaimer that the report does not reflect the official position of the central bank.

•

8 Surveyed Jurisdictions have either completed their pilots or are in the process of conducting their pilots on retail
CBDCs. Out of these, only Bahamas has announced a national rollout of its CBDC.

•

2 Surveyed Jurisdictions have completed their call for applications from private players for testing their CBDC
pilots.

•

CBDC developments in 18 Surveyed Jurisdictions are based on official statements made by the central bank officers
(published on the website of the central bank) or any statement in an official document released by the central bank.
This also includes countries which have made announcements to launch their pilots.

•

The research work, announcements, launch of pilots and release of reports in the Surveyed Jurisdictions have
occurred primarily between the years 2017-2020, with the exception of Ecuador. Notably, around 20 Surveyed
Jurisdictions have witnessed official announcements or have released reports on CBDC last year, post the outbreak
of the COVID-19 pandemic.

•

The motivation for CBDC issuance and its design is linked to local circumstances of Surveyed Jurisdictions. Broadly,
advanced jurisdictions where penetration of digital payments is high and cash use is declining, CBDC development
is motivated by policy priorities such as dealing with the decline in the use of cash and promoting innovation,
competition and resilience in the payments landscape. In emerging economies with a lower penetration of digital
payments, financial inclusion appears to be an important driver.
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•

The analysis also reflects some common motivations, approaches and features for CBDC issuance among several
Surveyed Jurisdictions. Pertinently, Surveyed Jurisdictions view CBDC as a complement to cash and not its
substitute. Many jurisdictions are also exploring a possible role for private players as intermediaries in the provision
of CBDC. None of the Surveyed Jurisdictions are pursuing a synthetic CBDC, where a CBDC is a claim on
intermediaries rather than on central banks.

Status of CBDC Research
The Surveyed Jurisdictions are in different
stages of their respective CBDC research.
Nation wide
launch
Most jurisdictions are in an exploratory
Testing proof
of concept /
research phase to identify the opportunities,
Ongoing
Launch of
use cases, possible designs and potential risks
Research
Pilot
Abandoned /
associated with CBDC issuance. Even at this
Inactive
stage, while certain countries have made only
announcements regarding their CBDC
projects, a few countries have released
reports on the findings of their ongoing research.
Figure 3: Status of CBDC Research in Surveyed Jurisdictions
For instance, Surveyed Jurisdictions like Australia,
Brazil, United States of America (“USA”), Malaysia, South Africa, etc. have only made announcements regarding
their CBDC research. On the other hand, Surveyed Jurisdictions like United Kingdom (“UK”), Russia, Japan,
Sweden, Iceland, Eswatini, Norway, etc. have released reports on their CBDC research. Even within this group of
countries, countries like UK, Iceland and Sweden are exploring specific models in their reports.
Around 8 Surveyed Jurisdictions are in the process of testing or have conducted tests of their pilots / proof of
concepts. Under these pilots, CBDC is typically issued on an experimental basis in a controlled environment to
identify use cases, and assess the opportunities and risks associated with such issuance. This also includes
Surveyed Jurisdictions that are exploring the application of a wholesale CBDC to cross-border payments such as
Hong Kong, Thailand, Switzerland, Australia, United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia. Similarly, in the case of retail
CBDCs, countries like China and Eastern Caribbean are at an advanced stage of pilot launches. In the case of
China, it is reported that the People’s Bank of China has piloted its retail CBDC known as the Digital Currency
Electronic Payment in four cities.57 The Eastern Caribbean Central Bank (“ECCB”) has also launched DXCDCaribe
pilot for their retail CBDC.58 In Ukraine, the National Bank of Ukraine (“NBU”) has completed and published the
findings of a pilot project that envisaged the creation of the “Electronic Hryvnia (e-hryvnia) platform”, issuance of
a limited amount of the e-hryvnia and testing of e-hryvnia transactions made by NBU personnel and companies
participating in this project. All these pilots appear to involve a tiered CBDC model, which also involves entities
from the private sector - typically regulated financial institutions. In 2014, the Central Bank of Ecuador launched
a project “Dinero electrónico” (electronic money) allowing retail customers to make mobile payments through a
central bank operated system.
No advanced jurisdiction has formally issued a CBDC on a large scale. However, in October 2020, the Central Bank
of Bahamas issued a notice stating that pursuant to its CBDC project, the 'sand dollar' which is a digitized version
of the Bahamian dollar was available for nationwide use.59 On 15 February 2021, the central bank has issued a
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consultation paper setting out the proposed regulatory framework for wallet providers that will hold the sand
dollar.60
Certain Surveyed Jurisdictions such as Canada and Switzerland have also announced that they do not plan to issue
a retail CBDC anytime soon.61 It is due to their finding that CBDC will not provide any value addition to the existing
retail payments infrastructure. However, even in such jurisdictions, central banks continue to research on CBDCs,
should a need arise in the future. Notably, while jurisdictions like Australia and Switzerland have decided to not
issue a retail CBDC, they continue to explore a wholesale use case for CBDC.

Preliminary Motivations driving CBDC Research
There are different factors responsible for pushing central banks in different countries to warm up to the idea of
a CBDC. This section highlights some common motivations / opportunities in many Surveyed Jurisdictions.
Pertinently, the opportunities presented by a CBDC may vary depending on the stage of economic development
of a country and whether a country is considering a wholesale or a retail CBDC. Existing literature also points out
that the increasing emphasis on digital payments during the COVID-19 crisis and the ensuing national lockdowns
may have further provided an impetus to CBDC research in different jurisdictions.62 Notably, around 20 Surveyed
Jurisdictions witnessed some official announcements or release of a report on CBDC in the last year, post the
outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Responding to decline in the use of cash
Access to CBDC as a digital alternative to cash is being explored in certain Surveyed Jurisdictions (primarily in the
EU) witnessing a decline in the usage of cash. Such developments appear to be a consequence of the general trend
towards digitisation in society and the emergence of private players in the payments space that are offering
different forms of digital payment solutions. The access to risk-free assets in the form of central bank money is
feared to cease in case of a decline in cash with no other alternative.63 CBDC may ensure continued access to legal
tender for households and companies even without cash. However, given that the usage of cash and digital
payments varies from country to country, the decline in cash is not a relevant factor for all countries to explore
CBDC. This factor has been mostly discussed in the context of countries like Sweden,64 Norway, Canada, and the
UK. The relevance of this factor in such countries is evident from the ratio of cash in circulation to gross domestic
product (GDP) in these countries. For instance, the percentage of cash in circulation to GDP in Sweden and the
UK is 2.3% and 3.4% as compared to 12% in India.65 In many developing and emerging economies, cash is still a
dominant form of payment. In such countries, this may not be a relevant motivation for CBDC research. However,
there are exceptions like Japan which despite having a high ratio of cash in circulation to nominal GDP (i.e. around
20%) is exploring a CBDC to account for a scenario where the cash in circulation drops sharply in the future.66
Responding to the evolution of privately issued digital currencies
The rise of privately issued digital currencies (whether cryptocurrencies or stablecoins) and the desire to provide
a risk-free alternative to such currencies appears to have driven CBDC research in some advanced jurisdictions.
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Existing literature points out that a “tipping point” in CBDC research was the announcement of Facebook’s Libra.67
Surveyed Jurisdictions like Canada, EU, UK, the Netherlands and Norway specifically refer to digital currencies
issued by private players as an important factor motivating the central banks towards initiating CBDC research.
The concerns associated with such privately issued currencies have already been discussed earlier, which includes
payment risks, systemic risks and volatility, stemming from fluctuations in their value. Unlike bank deposits and emoney / prepaid payment instruments, which are governed by prudential regulations that protect against
systemic risks, similar protections are not currently available in many countries for privately issued digital
currencies.
Fostering digitisation of the economy
The issuance of a CBDC is also viewed by certain Surveyed Jurisdictions as a way to foster the digitisation of the
economy and to support the development of innovative payment solutions. For instance, the Bank of England
(“BoE”) notes that CBDC could facilitate ‘programmable money’ by enabling transactions to occur according to
certain conditions. Possible applications discussed by BoE includes automatic routing of tax payments to tax
authorities at point of sale, automatic payment of dividends to shareholders, or electricity meters paying suppliers
directly based on power usage, etc. Notably, this issue has been discussed by EU, UK and Japan in the context of
two-tiered CBDC model which envisages the involvement of private players to provide access to CBDC and other
overlay or value added services to consumers.
Supporting a resilient payment system
The reliance on digital payments increases with the continued shift from cash to such modes of payments, which
makes the operational resilience of payment systems critical. In the event, the payment systems operated by the
private sector are disrupted due to some technical issue or financial distress of the concerned operator, it is argued
that CBDC can provide an alternative to users.68 This may be important if cash based payments gradually decline.
In this regard, certain Surveyed Jurisdictions are also exploring if CBDC could contribute to the resilience of
payment systems by providing an alternative to existing digital payment options. However, such concerns can also
be mitigated by ensuring the operation of a large variety of payment systems.
Promoting efficiency, competition and innovation in the payments market
Some Surveyed Jurisdictions are exploring a CBDC model that can improve the efficiency of existing digital
payment options by increasing competition and innovation in the payments market. This is an important
motivation particularly in jurisdictions where existing digital payment solutions present opportunities for
improvements. For instance, the BoE notes that while card payments appear near-instantaneous to the user, the
merchant may have to wait up to three days to receive funds. Similarly, the ECCB launched its pilot CBDC project
taking into account the high cost associated with existing banking services and current payment methods,
inadequacy of banking services to address the needs of various customers and inefficient methods of settling
cheque transactions.69The Bank of Japan (“BoJ”) takes note of the discrepancies in existing digital payment
solutions and the incapacity to execute person-to-person transfers across payment platforms. In this regard, BoJ
argues that CBDC may be able to improve the consumer convenience and the efficiency of payment systems by
interlinking private digital money to make exchange easier.
The scope for improvement in the payments market is particularly critical in developing and lower-middle income
countries. For instance, Eswatini published a report setting out the findings of a study where the central bank
investigated CBDC issuance in relation to three core use cases - consumer demand, national payment efficiency,
and economic policy. Analysis of all three use cases suggested that the payment use case displayed the strongest
and most direct opportunity for the implementation of the retail CBDC in Eswatini. The central bank notes that
this opportunity stems from the relative constraints faced by the current retail payment clearing house in
facilitating real time, ubiquitous and intensively used digital payments.
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Notably, the promotion of these objectives can also happen indirectly, through the creation of a competitive
payments landscape, particularly in the context of CBDC models which involve public-private partnership. For
instance, BoE notes that a CBDC platform as is being explored in the UK could enable the entry of private players
to offer CBDC related payment services, which in turn can promote competition and may encourage such players
to compete to offer CBDC related payment services and innovate for end users.
While central banks note that CBDC may play an important role in increasing payment diversity and become a
common means to transfer between closed systems, they also point out that the same may be achieved through
an accessible fast payment system.70 This highlights that countries must undertake a cost benefit analysis of CBDC
issuance vis-à-vis existing alternatives.
Promoting financial inclusion
CBDC could ensure continued access to central bank money for retail users (household and companies) even with
the decline in cash. CBDC may promote financial inclusion as it can enable people to make digital payments using
central bank money, while doing away with the need to open a separate bank account with a commercial bank.
Such a motivation is primarily relevant for countries with underdeveloped financial systems and low financial
penetration. This is the reason why certain Surveyed Jurisdictions like Ukraine, Eastern Caribbean and Jamaica
are pursuing CBDC research to promote financial inclusion. However, even in Surveyed Jurisdictions with a welldeveloped payments market (such as Canada, EU, Japan, UK, Sweden, etc), central banks note that increasing
digitalisation could leave some segments of the population behind due to potential barriers around trust, digital
literacy and access to adequate infrastructure.71In such cases, other forms of exclusion may arise. For instance, it
is argued72 that certain groups in society, such as the elderly, or people with some disability may find it challenging
to use digital payments. In case of Sweden73it has been pointed out that such segments of the population find it
hard to make payments, since not all shops, restaurants and cafés accept cash, and their problems might increase
in the future. Since these groups have very different needs, it may not be commercially viable for private firms
with a large market share to develop different forms of payment methods suitable for specific needs of different
segments of the society.
Reimagining the role of central bank in a digital economy
The central bank is typically the issuer of currency. With the rise of privately issued digital currencies and the
decline in the use of cash in certain jurisdictions, it is necessary to reimagine the role of a central bank as an issuer
currency in a digital world. CBDC is likely to ensure that citizens continue to have access to risk free central bank
money in addition to cash and use it to make payments.
Responding to the rise of foreign CBDCs
A 2020 report74 released by BIS pursuant to a collaboration between Bank of Canada, the European Central Bank
(“ECB”), BoJ, Riksbank, Swiss National Bank, BoE, Board of Federal Reserve System and BIS, highlights the risks
posed by foreign CBDCs and its impact on the national economy. Pertinently, central banks are quick to point out
that the same may be not be an imminent threat as the rise of challenger currencies have emerged in case of
countries facing severe political or social unrest. However, it may be prudent to assess a potential scenario where
a foreign CBDC assumes a major role in the domestic payment systems, raising concerns about its impact on
“monetary sovereignty”. This may negatively impact the ability of the central bank to effect price and financial
stability75as the spending of households will then be linked to a currency over which the central bank will have no
control.
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Promoting efficiency in cross-border payments
For many advanced jurisdictions pursuing wholesale CBDC, improving the efficiency of cross-border payments
has been a primary use case. Currently, cross-border funds transfers are costly and time-consuming, with one
report suggesting that the transaction processing fee for such transfers can cost an average of 7% of a
transaction.76 There are time lags for such fund transfers, during which counterparties are exposed to credit and
settlement risk.77Such cross border transactions typically involve domestic banks relying on correspondent
banks.78 The report by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority (“HKMA”) and Bank of Thailand (“BoT”) points out that
such cross-border transactions involve multiple communications and transfers through correspondent banks,
which ultimately results in an inefficient and lengthy process. To add to this, the report points out that different
formats / standards for payment messages and technology pose further challenges to the correspondent banking
model. In the context of retail CBDCs, BoE has discussed the possibility of central banks working together to link
domestic CBDCs to ensure fast and efficient cross-border payments. BoE argues that this can be achieved through
designing a common set of standards to support interoperability.

Possible Designs of a CBDC
The design of a CBDC is closely linked to its object and the possible use cases identified by the central bank its
issuance. Most Surveyed Jurisdictions are in the process of exploring different designs, most of which appear to
involve some form of public-private partnership in the form of a tiered CBDC. This section discusses several
aspects of CBDC design that are being considered in the Surveyed Jurisdictions. As discussed above, this working
paper does not deal with the technological and economic design aspects of CBDC.
Retail or wholesale
Around 26 Surveyed Jurisdictions are exploring a retail or a general purpose CBDC. However, Surveyed
Jurisdictions like Australia and Switzerland have preferred to explore a wholesale CBDC over a retail CBDC. This
is based on their finding that a retail CBDC does not have any value proposition for the existing retail payments
market. A recent paper released by BIS79 finds that countries with a larger informal economy are exploring retail
CBDCs, while wholesale CBDCs are being explored in advanced economies with higher financial development.
This is true to a certain extent as per our analysis, especially for wholesale CBDCs. For instance, wholesale CBDCs,
mostly in the context of cross-border payments are being explored in advanced jurisdictions like Singapore,
Australia, etc. However, in the context of retail CBDCs, our findings indicate that retail CBDC is also being
explored in countries with lower financial penetration (based on World Bank Findex data)80 such as Ghana,
Madagascar, Uruguay and Ukraine as well as in advanced jurisdictions like UK, EU and Japan. In many advanced
jurisdictions, the decline in the use of cash has brought to the fore the issue of CBDC.
Role of the central bank and the private players in the CBDC design
Different CBDC models are being explored by the Surveyed Jurisdictions. Particularly, many central banks are
considering a CBDC structure that involves participation of private players. Broadly, CBDC models may be
classified into two categories based on public-private participation - direct model and two-tiered / indirect model.
Under the direct model, the central bank is broadly responsible for all aspects of CBDC issuance and providing
CBDC access to end users. Under the indirect / two-tiered model (“Two-tiered CBDC Model”), some Surveyed
Jurisdictions are exploring a platform model where the central bank develops a core system that third parties
could use to build services for end users. Under both models, the CBDC is a claim against the central bank. The
adoption of either of these CBDC models will be primarily related to the breadth and depth of the financial sector
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of a particular country, the financial market infrastructure, standards and supervisory authority of the central
bank, and the resource and capacity constraints.
By way of illustration, a transaction involving a direct CBDC model is likely to resemble a transaction with
commercial banks, with the exception that the funds will be held with the central bank. Through this model, the
central bank can assume more control over the design, issuance and implementation of CBDC and its systems.
However, it also requires the central bank to assume a more active role in the payment services associated with
CBDC transactions, primarily consumer facing services. This is likely to exceed the core mandate of a central bank
in many cases and may also pose challenges to the institutional capacity of a central bank to execute the entire
process. There will be a range of customer facing activities81 such as account-keeping services, customer
verification processes such as know your customer (“KYC”), anti-money laundering (“AML”) and combating the
financing of terrorism (“CFT”) checks, transaction verification, etc., which a central bank may not be well-equipped
to perform, especially when technology is constantly evolving. Under this model, there is also a concern that in
economies with a well-developed digital payments market, the central bank may end up competing with the
existing payment service providers, thereby raising concerns about disintermediation. It has been suggested
that82 this model may be relevant for a country with an underdeveloped financial sector where there are no
players from the private sector to assume the role of providing payment solutions. A type of possible direct CBDC
model as discussed by the Bank of Russia in its consultation paper for a 'digital ruble' is set out below in Figure 4.
User 1 requests the central bank to open a wallet and
transfer funds to purchase CBDC. Alternatively, the
CBDC can be designed in a manner that allows user to open an
account with the central bank.
1

2

Central bank opens a wallet for User 1 and credits
CBDC.

3

User 1 instructs the central bank to transfer CBDC
funds from her wallet to the wallet of User 2.

4

Central bank transfers CBDC funds from the wallet of
User 1 to the wallet of User 2.

5

Central bank updates User 2 about the fund transfer
to her wallet.

Figure 4 - Possible direct CBDC model [Source: Bank of Russia, A Digital Ruble (October 2020)]

Contrary to this in a Two-tiered CBDC Model, while a central bank issues the CBDC, it outsources some or all
activities relating to the administration of the accounts and associated payment services. For instance, in the
platform model that the BoE proposes, the private sector players will be responsible for the following - provide
user-interface, apply KYC to verify users, register accounts, authenticate users when they initiate transaction,
apply AML sanctions and develop “overlay” services, 83which are provided as value added services to users.
Despite the involvement of third parties, the CBDC will remain the liability of the central bank and accordingly,
users are not subject to the default risk of the third parties, as in the case of existing digital payment solutions. The
adoption of this model will require designing a legal framework for regulating these third-party payment service
providers (“CBDC Intermediaries”). To protect users from the default risk of CBDC Intermediaries in such a
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model, it has been suggested84 that the legal framework may require such intermediaries to segregate user's
CBDC funds from their balance sheet so that such funds are not considered part of a failed intermediaries’ estate
available to creditors. Notably, many Surveyed Jurisdictions are exploring some form of a Two-tiered CBDC
Model. A type of a possible Two-Tiered CBDC Model as discussed by the Bank of Russia in its consultation paper
for a 'digital ruble' is set out below in Figure 5. This is one of the possible models of a Two-tiered CBDC Model.
There may be other designs to implement this model where the role of the central bank and the intermediary may
vary.
1

User 1 requests a CBDC Intermediary to open a wallet
and instructs it to purchase CBDC.

CBDC Intermediary initiates the process of opening
the wallet of User 1 on the CBDC platform and
transfers funds to central bank.
2

3

Central bank opens a wallet for User 1, credits CBDC
funds and informs the CBDC Intermediary.

4

CBDC Intermediary updates User 1 about wallet
opening and CBDC credit.

5

User 1 instructs CBDC Intermediary to transfer CBDC
funds from her wallet to the wallet of User 2.

6

CBDC Intermediary transfers CBDC funds from
wallet of User 1 to wallet of User 2.

Central bank debits CBDC funds from wallet of User
1, credits wallet of User 2 and updates the CBDC
intermediary.
7

8

CBDC Intermediary updated User 2 about CBDC
credit.

Figure 5 - Possible hybrid CBDC model [Bank of Russia, A Digital Ruble (October 2020)]

Existing literature85 on CBDC also refers to an alternative CBDC model known as the synthetic CBDC, where
private sector entities issue liabilities that is fully backed by funds held at the central bank by such entities. These
entities would act as intermediaries between the central bank and the end-users. Notably, these liabilities would
not be central bank money, as holders would not have a direct claim on the central bank. In many Surveyed
Jurisdictions, this is not considered as a CBDC. No Surveyed Jurisdiction appears to be considering a synthetic
CBDC.
The economic and institutional characteristics of each Surveyed Jurisdiction will shape the technological and
design choices of the CBDC in that jurisdiction. However, there is great value that central banks may draw from
the models being considered by other countries and findings of other central banks in their CBDC research.
Common Essential Features of a CBDC as identified by Surveyed Jurisdictions
Central banks will design their CBDC based on their unique needs and specific policy priorities identified by them
for CBDC issuance. However, there are some functional features that are common across reports released by
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some Surveyed Jurisdictions. Pertinently, in the implementation of a CBDC, there may be trade-offs86 in the
incorporation of these features in the final CBDC design. Some common features include:87
•

Resilient: A CBDC and its system should be resilient to operational disruptions and natural disasters, with
some central banks (BoE, Russia) focussing on offline features.

•

Available: A CBDC system should be available to make payments on a 24/7 basis.

•

Accessible: A CBDC should be designed in a manner that it minimises barriers to use and avoids excluding
certain segments of the population or devices. This is particularly relevant for jurisdictions with high
financial and digital illiteracy. For instance, BoE notes that it may be useful to avoid reliance on latest
smartphones to provide CBDC payment services. In this regard, offline means of payments may be
considered. Along with these, some jurisdictions also highlight the need for the CBDC to be user-friendly
so that the same can be used by everyone.

•

Secure: It should incorporate the highest security standards to protect the system and users from security
breaches, cyber-attack or any attempt of counterfeiting (in case of tokens).

•

Scalable: The technology employed for CBDC should be flexible enough to allow the system to respond to
changes in the volume and the value of transactions throughout its lifecycle.

•

Instant: In line with many fast payment systems operating in different countries, a CBDC should offer real
time settlement of transactions.

•

Interoperable: A CBDC design should allow interoperability as far as possible, allowing payments between
users of CBDC with other payment service providers and deposit accounts. This is necessary to pursue the
the objective of promoting competition, efficiency and innovation through CBDC issuance.

•

Extensible: To enable tiered models of CBDC, it may also be necessary to allow CBDC Intermediaries to
build additional services on the CBDC platform and support innovative use cases of CBDC that can meet
the changing payment needs and behaviour of users.
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Assessing Potential Challenges
Potential disintermediation of banks
Some Surveyed Jurisdictions (such as UK, EU,
The Norges Bank summarizes possible consequences of a CBDC issuance on
Norway,
Canada,
Switzerland)
have
monetary and financial stability:
highlighted the impact of a possible CBDC
• Large-scale withdrawals of bank deposits.
issuance on the disintermediation of the
banking sector. Upon CBDC issuance,
• Motivate banks to raise deposit rates leading to a shift from deposit funding to
wholesale funding. This may lead to increased credit provision by non-bank
existing depositors of commercial banks may
financial institutions.
wish to exchange these deposits for CBDCs,
leading to contraction of the balance sheet of
• Substantial reduction in the demand for deposits may reduce bank lending and
hence economic growth, unless other participants become important
banks and forcing banks to take steps to deal
providers of credit.
with the loss of deposit funding. One such
• If demand for CBDC becomes very high, the central bank runs the risk of
possible reaction from banks may be to
having to fund a large proportion of banks’ assets, particularly loans.
increase their deposit rate to remain
• The interest rate on CBDC may set a floor under all short-term market rates
competitive. Given that higher deposit rates
and a CBDC may also result in runs on non-bank financial institutions.
are likely to reduce profit margins, banks may
be prompted to increase lending rates,
• The central bank may become a direct competitor to payment service
providers. This may have impacts on the earnings of banks and other payment
thereby impacting the overall volume of
providers.
lending by banks. Therefore, a high CBDC
Norges Bank, Central bank digital currencies (No 1|2018)
demand
may
have
considerable
consequences for bank funding and activity,
and for the structure of the banking sector. However, the extent to which CBDC will compete with commercial
bank deposits will depend on the economic design of the CBDC, including interest payable (if any) on such CBDC.
Having said that, central banks88 are quick to point out that the scale of these changes is very difficult to forecast
at this stage, and should be investigated with respect to different CBDC models.
To deal with these, central banks are exploring different features in the CBDC design. For instance, Bank of
Canada notes that a CBDC may be designed to resemble cash and limit its attractiveness as a competitor to bank
deposits, using features like non-payment of interest on CBDC.
Notably, the Federal Council in Switzerland also points out that the risk of a flight to CBDC adoption may also
have a ‘disciplining effect on banks’ prompting them to make their business models more secure in order to
prevent the outflow of customer deposits.
Accelerating bank runs
Few Surveyed Jurisdictions have highlighted that by providing depositors a safe and liquid alternative to bank
deposits, CBDCs may accelerate bank runs during a period of financial stress, which may have systemic
implications. It will, however, be wrong to assume that only CBDC issuance may give rise to such concerns for bank
runs. The BoE notes that such bank runs from deposits to cash could happen even today, but perhaps are limited
due to the costs involved in withdrawing and storing cash. Depending on the design, the possibility of converting
deposits to CBDC may be lower and easier than cash. Notably, it has also been pointed out that such bank run is
also seen in case of individual bank insolvency.89However, depending on the design of the CBDC, including
potential convertibility limits, CBDC could increase the risk of generalised runs out of the banking sector. In its
2018 report on e-krona,90the Riksbank assesses that an e-krona of limited demand is not likely to have major
consequences for banks in normal times. However, it points out that during times of financial distress “when the
general public may wish to withdraw large values from weak banks, the e-krona enables a more general and faster
88
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run from the banking system to state-guaranteed money than a traditional run from the banking system to cash.”
Nevertheless, the Riksbank notes that it has tools to cope with such situations if such runs tend to impact financial
stability. Some central banks91also note that a robust resolution framework along with protections like a deposit
insurance scheme may dissuade such runs.92
Competition to private payment service providers
While many central banks argue that CBDC may improve efficiency of existing payments landscape by promoting
competition and innovation in the payments space, it is also feared that introducing a CBDC may reduce important
payment service revenue for established operators. This may reduce their incentives to invest in innovation and
product development.93
Role of central banks
The issuance of a CBDC, more particularly a direct CBDC will require central banks to assume a larger role along
with associated costs. This may put strain on the institutional capacity and resources of a central bank. The ECB
also points out to reputational risks for central banks in issuance of CBDC. For instance, it refers to the
reputational risks that may emanate in the event the infrastructure for CBDC is not stable, witnesses security
breaches or if the CBDC is used for money laundering or terrorist financing. Such cases may dent public confidence
in central bank money. Similarly, central banks may be subject to legal risks if there remains any uncertainty about
the legal sanctity or basis for CBDC issuance and acceptance.
Security risks and financial system abuses
Like any other digital payment services, a CBDC may also be susceptible to cyber-attacks and other security
breaches. Further, such attacks or breaches may be committed to misuse the CBDC for illicit activities. Such
incidents could impact integrity of the data, thereby violating confidentiality of customer information and
underlying financial transactions and impact the value of CBDC by denting public confidence in such currency.
The Bank of Canada points out that the potential abuses of the financial system may emerge if CBDC is designed
with a degree of cash like anonymity. Accordingly, it has been pointed out that while a CBDC should be designed
to allow a form of privacy, such a system should also be subjected to AMF and CFT laws.
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Spotlight on Select CBDC Projects in Surveyed Jurisdictions
RUSSIA

UK

General Consultation Paper on a
Digital Ruble (2020) - Four
Possible Models

Discussion Paper on CBDC (2020) A Platform Model for CBDC

The consultation paper discusses four possible CBDC models
without finalizing any particular model.
•

•

•

•

Model A envisions a wholesale CBDC where Bank of Russia
(BoR) opens a wallet solely for inter-bank settlements and
transactions with securities on the CBDC platform. BoR
clarifies that this model will not be pursued because it does
not have any value proposition for households and
businesses.
Model B envisages a direct retail CBDC model where BoR
opens and maintains customer wallets for individuals and
legal entities on a CBDC platform created by BoR.
Model C contemplates a tiered CBDC model where BoR
maintains a CBDC platform and issues a CBDC for
individuals and legal entities. Intermediaries (either banks or
payment service providers) allow end users (individuals or
businesses) to open and access wallets on the platform.
Model D envisions that the central bank opens and maintains
wallets in CBDC platform for banks / financial institutions,
which in turn open and maintain customer wallets on the
CBDC platform using them.
Source: Bank of Russia, ‘A Digital Ruble’ (2020)

The discussion paper sets out the Bank of England’s (BoEs)
approach to a retail CBDC for domestic payments. The BoE paper
moots a public-private platform model of a CBDC. Under the
platform model:
•

BoE provides and maintains a core ledger, which records CBDC
value and processes transactions made using CBDC.

•

This is supplemented by the private sector players who will
participate as ‘Payment Interface Providers’ (PIPs) who will
handle the interaction with end users of CBDC and provide
additional functionality through “overlay” services.

•

PIPs are proposed to be subject to regulatory supervision on an
ongoing basis, to ensure consumer protection, interoperability
and the resilience of the CBDC system.

•

BoE can impose standards for these PIPs, the overlay services,
alongside wider regulation.

CHINA
Pilot launch in select cities (2020)

Unlike most Surveyed Jurisdictions, China has not yet released
any official documentation on the CBDC model. Based on publicly
available information in existing literature on China’s proposed
CBDC, it is understood that the People’s Bank of China (PBoC) has
conducted trials and issued a limited pool of users with e-wallets.
Against the background of a highly digitized economy, Auer,
Cornelli and Frost notes that China views CBDC as an alternative
to the highly concentrated payments market dominated by select
private players and as a complement to cash.
China’s CBDC model is described as a “hybrid” structure, with
intermediaries handling onboarding and real-time payment
services. It is reported that the design appears to be account
based. We also understand that the CBDC allows some degree of
anonymity to counterparties, yet allowing the PBoC to monitor
transaction data.
Source:

Source: BoE, ‘Central Bank Digital Currency Opportunities,
Challenges and Design’ (2020)

The Economist, ‘China prepares to launch the world’s first official
e-currency’ (2020))
Raphael Auer, Giulio Cornelli and Jon Fros, ‘Rise of the central
bank digital currencies: drivers, approaches and technologies’
(2020)
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Spotlight on Select CBDC Projects in Surveyed Jurisdictions
UKRAINE

SWEDEN

BAHAMAS

Analytical Report on E-hryvnia Findings of Pilot (2019)

Technical Pilot for e-krona (2020)

Nationwide launch of Project Sand
Dollar (2020)
(2

In 2019, the National Bank of Ukraine (NBU) released an
analytical report on the findings of its pilot CBDC project. Primary
objectives of the pilot included testing DLT as technological basis
for issuance of e-hryvnia, testing the NBU’s capability to
implement this project and studying the macroeconomic impact
and legal aspects of the e-hryvnia issuance.
•

The pilot envisaged creation of an electronic hryvnia
platform, issuance of a limited amount of the e-hryvnia and
testing of e-hryvnia transactions made by the NBU personnel
and companies participating in this project.

•

E-wallets were accounted for in a centralized registry of the
platform operated by NBU. Banks and non-bank financial
institutions were agents for settlement and distribution of ehryvnia. They were also responsible for providing users with
access to the platform and other services.

•

•

The basic technological solution used to implement the
platform was found to be suitable to perform the required
tasks. At the same time, no fundamental advantages was
found in using DLT to build a centralized e-hryvnia issuance
system.
Due to the limited scope of the project, the NBU notes that it
did not fully uncover CBDCs attractiveness and the potential
level of involvement of Ukraine's population in using it.

Since 2017, Sveriges Riksbank (Riksbank) is exploring the
issuance of an e-krona, which will give the general public access to
a digital complement to cash.
The Riksbank in partnership with the consulting company
Accenture is conducting a pilot project to develop a technical
solution for an e-krona, a retail CBDC.
•

In the pilot, users can hold e-kronas in a digital wallet and
make payments, deposits and withdrawals via a mobile
application.

•

Only the Riksbank can create e-kronas, which are then
distributed to the general public via participants in the ekrona network such as banks and payment service providers.

•

The pilot’s technical solution is based on DLT, blockchain
technology.

Source: SverigesRiksbank,
(February 2020)

‘The

Riksbank’se-krona

pilot’

Source: National Bank of Ukraine, ‘Analytical Report on the Ehyrvnia Pilot Project’ (2019)
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As a part of its payment modernisation initiative, the Central
Bank of Bahamas launched the Project Sand Dollar initiative to
issue its digital version of the Bahamian dollar and design a
payments infrastructure for its operation.
In 2019, the central bank started its pilot in select cities. In
October 2020, the central bank began issuing the sand dollar i.e.
digital version of the Bahamian Dollar to select institutions and
announced its national roll out.
The sand dollar is stored on digital wallets maintained and offered
through commercial banks, money transmission businesses,
credit unions and payment service providers. The sand dollar can
be accepted by anyone with a central bank approved wallet.
As per the Central Bank of Bahamas Act, electronic money issued
by the central bank is considered as legal tender. Accordingly, the
sand dollar has a legal tender status in Bahamas.
Source:
Central Bank of Bahamas, Project Sand Dollar: A Bahamas
Payments System Modernisation Initiative (December 2019)
Central Bank of Bahamas, Consultation Paper: Proposed
Legislation for the Regulation of the provision and use of Central
Bank issued Electronic Bahamian Dollars (February 2021)

IV. Payments Landscape in
India - An Overview
To evaluate how policy considerations for CBDC issuance in Surveyed Jurisdictions play out in the Indian context,
it is important to assess the evolution of the payments landscape in India. This will be necessary to identify the role
of CBDC (if issued) in the Indian payments landscape.
In India, Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 (“RBI Act”) empowers the RBI to issue banknotes. Every banknote issued
by RBI enjoys the status of legal tender meaning that such a banknote is tenderable for discharge of debt or
obligation.94 Further, banks in India also maintain accounts with RBI to hold their statutory cash reserves and carry
on inter-bank transactions through these accounts.95In line with other jurisdictions, central bank money in India
exists in the form of banknotes issued by the RBI and accounts maintained by banks with the RBI. In line with most
modern economies, the RBI also provides the payments infrastructure for central bank money in the form of the
RTGS and the National Electronic Funds Transfer (“NEFT”).
One of the RBI’s key priorities in the
RECENT INITIATIVES TO PROVIDE IMPETUS TO DIGITAL PAYMENTS
payments ecosystem has been to
Waiver of charges for RTGS and NEFT: Processing charges levied by RBI on banks for outward
reduce reliance on cash.96As a part
transactions using RTGS and NEFT have been waived. Banks have been advised to pass the benefit to
of its Vision 2019-21 for payment
customers.
systems, it prioritises progressing
24*7 Availability of RTGS and NEFT: These payment systems operated by RBI is now available on 24*7.
towards a ‘less-cash’ system and
With such availability of the RTGS, the RBI notes that India becomes one of the very few countries
increase the permeation of digital
globally with a 24x7x365 large value real time payment system.
payments system.97 To realise this
Creation of Payments Infrastructure Development Fund: RBI has set up this fund to encourage
vision, it has undertaken various
acquirers to deploy Points of Sale infrastructure (both physical and digital modes). RBI will make an initial
initiatives
to
encourage
contribution of ₹250 crores covering half the fund, with the remaining coming from the industry.
competition, improve customer
Encouraging the creation of NPCI type entities to promote competition and innovation: The RBI has
convenience at affordable cost and
issued a framework allowing the setting up of a pan India Umbrella Entity for Retail Payments to set up
increase customer confidence in the
new payment systems in India.
payment systems in India. RBI has
Setting up a Regulatory Sandbox: It has issued a framework for regulatory sandbox allowing testing of
played an instrumental role98 in the
innovative digital payment solutions in a controlled environment. It has two cohorts on digital payments
setting up of the National Payments
- retail payments and cross border payments.
Corporation of India (“NPCI”), a
Encouraging Offline Payments: Announcement of pilot scheme allowing payment system operators to
payment systems operator that
provide offline payments using cards, wallets or mobile devices for remote or proximity payments
operates the Unified Payments
Interface (UPI”) and Immediate Payment Services (IMPS”) that has played an instrumental role in India’s digital
payments journey. Various initiatives undertaken by RBI for providing impetus to digital payments in India is
highlighted in the corresponding box.99
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The RBI’s emphasis on digital payments is not without success and formidable growth in that segment. India has
witnessed a rapid growth in the volume of its digital transactions (including RTGS customer and interbank
transactions), recording a growth rate of 58.8% during 2018-19, which is an increase from the 50.4% growth
during 2017-18.100In terms of value, digital transactions retail transactions grew by 19.5%, compared to 22.2%
growth in 2017-18. 101
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This growth is supported
by active initiatives
pursued by the RBI, such
as launch of the NPCI,
which now owns and
operates some of the
most widely used digital
payments infrastructure
in the country, including
the successful UPI, which
has
witnessed
an
incredible growth over
the years and has also
picked up during the
pandemic.
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While several initiatives have been launched with a view to further digital payments in the country, India is not at
a stage where digital payments, or private payment providers, are replacing cash. Notably in February 2020, RBI
published a report on the assessment of digitisation from cash to electronic payments.106 The conclusion was clear:
“while the use of non-cash payment methods is on the rise, cash remains the dominant mode of payment. Importantly, the
demand for cash remains strong.”

Regulatory Stance on Privately issued Digital Currencies
While on one hand India is actively promoting digital payments, it has so far maintained a conservative view on the
regulatory treatment of privately issued digital currencies or virtual currencies107, such as cryptocurrencies. In
2017, the RBI through its press releases advised Indian consumers to exercise caution when trading in or
purchasing “virtual currencies”.108 On 6 April 2018, the RBI exercising its powers as the banking and payments
regulator issued a circular (“RBI Circular 2018”) restricting all RBI regulated entities (such as banks and payment
systems) from dealing in virtual currencies or providing services to facilitate any person or entity in dealing with
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or settling in virtual currencies.109 RBI’s rationale for such a direction stemmed from potential risks associated
with virtual currencies, including financial, operational, legal, consumer protection and security risks.110
Subsequently, the Internet and Mobile Association of India, an industry body, approached the Supreme Court of
India challenging the constitutionality of the RBI Circular 2018.111
Notably, on 4 March 2020, the Supreme Court of India struck down the RBI Circular 2018 on the grounds of
proportionality.112The Court observed that the circular indirectly resulted in shutting down of crypto-exchanges
even though the virtual currencies are not banned in India, as the circular denied the operators of cryptoexchanges the access to banking and payment channels.113In the absence of a law banning virtual currencies and
evidence that RBI regulated entities have suffered harm on account of the activities of virtual currency exchanges,
the Court held that depriving exchanges the access to banking channels is disproportionate and would be violative
of the rights of exchange operators under the Constitution of India to carry on their occupation, trade or
business.114The outcome of the case came as a huge relief for crypto-businesses in India but without a
comprehensive legal framework recognizing virtual currencies in the country, the state of regulatory uncertainty
still persists for the Indian crypto-industry.
While the petition challenging the RBI Circular 2018 was pending with the Supreme Court, in July 2019, an InterMinisterial Committee (“IMC”) established by the Ministry of Finance, Government of India released a report on
recommending a regulatory approach for virtual currencies in India (“IMC Report”). The IMC recommended a
complete prohibition on dealing with private virtual currencies.115 IMC also suggested criminalising the carrying
on of any activity connected with such private virtual currencies.116 The IMC reasoned that unlike a fiat currency,
a private virtual currency lacks attributes necessary to be a currency, as it is highly volatile, pseudonymous and
not backed by any sovereign authority, which makes it susceptible to illicit activities and consumer protection
risks.117 Notably, the IMC recommended that India should consider to introduce a CBDC with the status of legal
tender.118 The IMC also published a draft of the Banning of Cryptocurrency & Regulation of Official Digital
Currency, 2019 along with the IMC Report,119 which proposed to ban all activities relating to virtual currencies in
the territory of India, except the activities relating to government-backed digital currency.
Adding to the woes of virtual currency market in India, the list of bills proposed to be introduced in the budget
session of the Indian Parliament that will conclude on 8 April 2021, referred to the Cryptocurrency and Regulation
of Official Digital Currency Bill, 2021 (the “2021 Bill”).120 As per the list released by Lok Sabha, the 2021 Bill seeks
to ban private cryptocurrencies in India and provide a legal basis for the creation of CBDC by RBI. It is understood
that the draft law is still being finalized.121 Till the time any law is passed, the cryptocurrency industry in India
continue to operate in legal vacuum and uncertainty. Separately, the bill to facilitate the issuance of a CBDC comes
at a time when RBI is yet to take a call on the issuance of a CBDC.
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CBDC Research in India
Basis the recent announcements of the RBI, it is evident that RBI is exploring as to whether there is a need for a
CBDC in India and if there is a need, then the manner in which it can be operationalised.122 One of the earliest
references to CBDCs by the government or the regulators in India was in 2016, when a committee constituted by
the Ministry of Finance considered the possibility of CBDC adoption.123 The next big push to CBDC research came
in through the IMC which recommended that India should keep an open mind towards CBDC. It was only in early
2021 that the RBI in its Booklet of Payment Systems formally acknowledged that it is pursuing CBDC research.
However, unlike many Surveyed Jurisdictions where central banks have publicly announced their CBDC research
plans, released research reports citing their preliminary CBDC research findings or conducted pilot tests, RBI till
date has till date not publicly shared any details of the CBDC research. Against this background, it is now pertinent
to discuss the preliminary considerations for CBDC issuance in India.
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Figure 10: Timeline of CBDC research announcements in India
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What Central Bankers think of CBDC?
“The euro belongs to Europeans and we are its guardian. We should be prepared to issue a digital euro, should the need arise.”
Christine Lagarde, President of the ECB124
“Recent private sector initiatives, including stablecoins, indicate the customers' need for convenient, fast and efficient payments. To meet this need, the central bank should cooperate with the private sector and
continue to improve the payment and settlement infrastructures it offers. In this regard, the question as to whether the central bank should issue digital currency (CBDC) or not has become an important issue.”
Amamiya Masayoshi, Deputy Governor of the Bank of Japan125
“The use of cash has been declining in many countries, including Ukraine. Thanks to FinTech, there are increasingly more ways to make electronic payments without using payment cards and banking services.
And the second wave of cryptocurrency creation by private players – which is the arrival of stablecoins – gives regulators no time to rest. In these circumstances, central banks have to look for ways to retain their
leadership in the payment system in order to ensure that the public has access to central bank money. In so doing, central banks should take care not to interfere with the development of innovations in the
financial sector. It comes as no surprise that, every year, central banks are increasingly looking into the possibility of introducing their own digital currencies – some in theory, and some in practice, like we in
Ukraine.”
Yakiv Smolii, Governor National Bank of Ukraine126
“We Europeans cannot allow ourselves to lag behind on CBDC. That means that we may create if necessary, a retail CBDC, in order to ensure access to central bank money for the general public, in particular
in countries where the use of cash is declining. It also means that we may decide to issue a wholesale CBDC, with the aim of improving the functioning of financial anchor role of central bank money for interbank
transactions.”
François Villeroy de Galhau, Governor of the Banque de France127

“First, introducing CBDC is a political decision rather than a technical decision. Therefore, a comprehensive conceptual analysis and assessment of CBDC relative to alternative options is necessary - especially
in terms of the fulfilment of our mandate, but also regarding its impact on society as a whole.”
Burkhard Balz, Member of the Executive Board of the Deutsche Bundesbank128
“CBDC, whilst offering much potential, also raises profound questions about the shape of the financial system and the implications for monetary and financial stability and the role of the central bank. There
are fundamental questions in play. What might a CBDC mean for monetary policy transmission – would it bring new tools and fuller, faster transmission of policy choices? To what extent would a CBDC
‘disintermediate’ the banking sector, and what impact would this have on the cost and availability of credit, and the resilience of banking business models and funding? And what services and infrastructure
should a central bank offer as part of a CBDC and what might best be left to the private sector?”
Andrew Bailey, Governor, Bank of England129
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V. Digital Rupee for India |
Preliminary Considerations
CBDC design choices are not merely technical questions. They have policy and legal implications. This is why we
are devoting so much attention to every detail.
Yves Mersch, European Central Bank (May 2020)130
Introducing a retail CBDC or a ‘Digital Rupee’ for India, as a supplement to cash will entail offering a digital liability
to RBI for use as a means of payment and store of value. It would constitute a government-guaranteed means of
payment without credit risk and be available for the general public in digital form. A CBDC is likely to entail the
creation of payments infrastructure / system that RBI will have full or partial responsibility for. This type of Digital
Rupee could be regarded as a modernisation of the RBI’s means of payment. A Digital Rupee could also function
as a complement to the existing payment solutions currently offered in the private sector, which may possibly
benefit competition in the payment market. However, one can only deliberate about such possible opportunities,
which needs to be investigated further. The preceding sections indicates that CBDC issuance is a complex issue
which calls for an in-depth research. The purpose of this paper is not to recommend the issuance of a CBDC by
India, but to initiate and inform the public discourse on CBDC in India. In this regard, this section sets out
preliminary considerations which the authors consider relevant in India’s journey towards CBDC development.
Ultimately, the decision to issue a CBDC must be based on a socio-economic cost benefit analysis, with specific
emphasis on the impact of such a development on financial stability and monetary policy.

Assessing common motivations driving CBDC
research in the Indian context
As discussed in Chapter III, there are a range of motivations driving CBDC research in Surveyed Jurisdictions.
Pertinently, such motivations and opportunities identified by countries are key to understanding whether and
why a country may prefer a particular design. Against this backdrop, it is critical that India identifies and articulates
a cogent motivation for CBDC related initiatives. This section examines the commonly identified motivations /
opportunities driving CBDC research in Surveyed Jurisdictions from the perspective of India.
Provide a complement to cash
As discussed above, some advanced Surveyed
Jurisdictions, witnessing a decline in cash
transactions is exploring CBDC as a
complement to cash. For instance, Sweden has
one of the highest numbers of electronic
payments per person per year. As per the CPMI
statistics, Sweden is one of the three countries
where the ratio of cash in circulation to GDP has
fallen between 2011 and 2015. At the same
time, Sweden was the only country where
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nominal demand for banknotes and coins had fallen.131To this extent, the Swedish payments market differs significantly
from other countries.
Contrary to this, the cash use in India is still high. As per RBI, the currency in circulation (CIC) across India increased at
a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of 10.2% between the financial years 2014-15 and 2018-19. A high CIC
relative to GDP indicates that cash is a preferred payment instrument. Based on this assumption and the data set out
in Figure 11 above, RBI notes that “India continues to have a strong basis for cash payments.”Given that India continues
to have a high level of cash use and acceptance, this motivation may not be relevant at this juncture. The Federal Council
of Switzerland also noted that due to the high usage of cash in Switzerland, CBDC may not be necessary in Switzerland
at this juncture.
However, it may be useful to continually evaluate cash use and acceptance. Even in Japan, while cash is not declining,
BoJ continues to pursue its CBDC research, should a need to issue CBDC arise and private digital payment solutions are
not enough to meet the needs of the population. Given that a decline in cash could deny citizens the only means to
access central bank money that takes into account their needs without any commercial perspective, India should also
continually evaluate the level of cash usage and the payment habits of citizens. Notably, in the event a CBDC is issued,
it should not be viewed as a substitute to cash, rather as a complement to it. In the event India pursues CBDC primarily
to counteract the undesirable impact of decline in cash, it may have to at least incorporate certain distinctive positive
features of cash especially in providing an easy access to vulnerable sections or financially excluded or underserved
segments of the population. Accordingly, features such as provision for offline payments, low or no cost, etc. should be
considered in the design.
Promote Financial Inclusion
Financial inclusion is a prominent argument for CBDC in countries where banking and payment systems are
underdeveloped. In such countries, the provision of bank accounts and payment systems by the central bank for citizens
could boost financial inclusion. The question of whether CBDC can foster financial inclusion amongst other issues
depends on the extent to which cash use and acceptance is decreasing and access to central bank money by certain
segments is restricted. Contrary to the decline in cash usage in countries like Sweden, India has not witnessed a massive
decline in the use of cash.
In India, the government and RBI have been pursuing initiatives to promote financial inclusion, particularly in the form
of Jan Dhan Yojana,132 Aadhaar and Mobile (JAM) trinity133 to implement direct benefit transfers under social welfare
schemes. Under the Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana (“PMJDY”), 34.01 crore accounts have been opened (as of
January 2019)134 resulting in an increase in account ownership in India. The Global Findex Database Report (2017)
released by the World Bank notes that while account ownership in India has almost doubled since 2011 to 79.9% due
to government initiatives such as PMJDY, almost half of these accounts remain inactive.135Despite having high account
ownership, the Findex Report goes on to add that due to its huge population size, India (190 million) continues to have
a large unbanked population, next to China (225 million).136While this data pertains to the year 2017, such findings
indicate that there is a case for improvement to promote financial inclusion in India. The RBI’s National Strategy for
Financial Inclusion: 2019-2024, also notes that despite significant efforts, further steps are needed to ensure adequate
access to financial services and usage of these services by various segments of the underserved and unserved
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population.137To this extent, one may argue that India may explore CBDC as an option to promote financial inclusion.
However, many central banks note138that for CBDC to increase financial inclusion, CBDC must be able to address the
causes of exclusion, which can present complex issues running across several socio-economic factors. In the Indian
context, RBI notes139 that some key challenges to financial inclusion in India includes inadequate infrastructure, poor
connectivity, socio-cultural barriers, digital literacy, etc. If financial inclusion stems from such factors or an aversion to
or difficulties in achieving formalisation, a CBDC alone will not be enough to promote financial inclusion.140 Any CBDC
initiative to make a meaningful contribution to promote financial inclusion will have to be embedded in a wider set of
reforms.
Fostering digitisation of the economy; Improve the efficiency of payment systems; Promoting competition
and innovation
These are some policy objectives being explored in the Surveyed Jurisdictions. A retail CBDC would provide users with
a new form of money and mode of payment, along with cash and existing payment solutions. Therefore, it is necessary
to assess if a retail CBDC can offer any additional benefit and if yes, how can it fit within the existing payments
landscape in India. This is particularly crucial for India as it has taken several steps in the last few years to promote
digital payments through initiatives like - providing users with real-time and a 24/7 availability of payment options,
promoting competition in the payments space through the setting up of a new umbrella entity for retail payments,
similar to NPCI and providing payment solutions to users at optimal cost. Such initiatives, which have already been
highlighted in the previous chapter forms part of the larger vision of the RBI and the government to move towards a
‘less-cash India’. Further, it is also important to assess if potential benefits / opportunities which may be provided by a
CBDC can be achieved through other ways such as reassessing existing policies and laws to promote the objectives
mentioned above, rather than creating a new infrastructure for CBDC itself. This is an approach that has been stressed
in countries like UK and Switzerland. In the case of Switzerland, while assessing efficiency gains of CBDC, the Federal
Council notes that existing systems in Switzerland are efficient and secure and continuous efforts are being undertaken
to reform the payment systems. While the Federal Council found that cross border payments is an area where there are
some deficiencies, the Council concluded that the same may be dealt with through better interoperability and
coordination between existing systems.

To the extent that a CBDC can fill the gaps in the provision of existing digital payment solutions and functionalities in
India, a retail CBDC could play an important role in supporting the digital economy in India. To promote efficiencies and
innovation, the CBDC design and the role of the private sector in the provision of CBDC payment solutions will be
relevant. To that extent, the underlying system of CBDC will have to be flexible enough to support payment solutions
required to meet the future needs of the digital economy. Considering that CBDC may impact bank intermediation and
existing payment systems, the cost of disruption must be weighed against the policy objective of promoting efficiency
and competition.
Supporting a resilient payment system
Certain Surveyed Jurisdictions are exploring CBDC to support the resilience in their payment systems. CBDC can
diversify the payment options available to users and provide a safe and risk-free alternative to cash and existing digital
payment solutions. It has been pointed out141that, unlike cash, the CBDC system may provide a better alternative to
distribute and use funds in geographically remote locations or during natural disasters, and perhaps even during a
pandemic.
When it comes to increasing resilience, a Two-tiered CBDC Model provided through CBDC Intermediaries is likely to
imply that RBI will not be able to supply an infrastructure that functions completely independently of other systems. In
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case of disruptions in the intermediary’s system, CBDC may not be available to users unless the central bank could
provide a fall-back solution. For CBDC to improve operational resilience, the CBDC design may have to explore offline
functionality.
Responding to the issuance of foreign CBDCs and privately issued virtual currency
In certain Surveyed Jurisdictions, the rise of privately issued virtual currencies such as cryptocurrencies and stablecoins
has motivated central banks to look into the possibility of issuing a CBDC to avoid the risks associated with such
privately issued currencies. Central banks142 point out that the significant adoption of such privately issued currencies
or even foreign CBDCs could impact the ability of the central bank to execute its functions relating to monetary policy
and financial stability. Having said that CBDC issuance in India should not be a reaction to cryptocurrencies or
stablecoin proposals, but rather a focused effort to leverage technology to pursue public policy objectives.
Privately issued digital currencies will be widely adopted if they provide functionality and efficiency benefits over
existing payment solutions. A well-designed CBDC that provides better payment services, backed by risk-free central
bank money may be useful to reduce the demand for alternative currencies. This must be complemented with efforts to
ensure that domestic payment systems are able to meet the payment needs of the population, both for domestic and
cross border payments.
Improve cross-border payments
As discussed above, currently the correspondent banking model in cross border payments results in a costly and timeconsuming process. With cross-border payments as a priority for G20 countries, India may play a leading role in
identifying the possible use case of a CBDC for enhancing the efficiency of cross-border payments. While most pilots
relating to cross-border payments in Surveyed Jurisdictions have been restricted to bilateral or tripartite arrangements,
it may be worthwhile to explore a use case of CBDC for cross border payments on a large scale. Central banks point
out143 that a CBDC system could be designed to interoperate and to facilitate cross-border and cross-currency
payments.144 This will amongst other things requires developing relevant standards to ensure interoperability, which
calls for coordination between countries. Apart from such technical standards, facilitating cross border payments will
also require countries to reassess their legal framework, which may be challenging.
Reimagine the role of RBI
Currently, access to central bank money for general population is in the form of cash. With growing digitisation and if
cash declines, the CBDC may help RBI to maintain a direct link between central banks and citizens, which could help
foster the public’s understanding of central banks’ roles and need for independence. This will also be relevant if RBI
wants to continue its autonomy in a prominent sector i.e. the retail payments.
Prevention of financial crime
It has been argued by some that CBDC could improve a country’s ability to combat financial crime such as money
laundering, tax offenses, etc.145This will be possible as CBDC may enable transactions to be tracked and identified
easily. To meet this objective, the CBDC design will be crucial, as the same would allow traceability. It has been argued
that an account-based CBDC may be better suited to achieve this traceability146as compared to a token-based design.
In the Indian context to identify if CBDC is an optimal solution, it will be necessary to assess the enabling factors such
as regulatory or enforcement gaps and evaluate the same against the opportunities that a CBDC may bring for
preventing financial crimes. Nevertheless, if policymakers seek to use CBDC to prevent financial crime, CBDC will have
to be designed restrictively, incorporate high security standards, and be subject to strict regulation to ensure
transparency and traceability, which in turn may have an impact on the usability and convenience of a CBDC. In the
absence of these features, CBDC itself may become a new channel for financial crimes. Separately, depending on the
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degree of traceability embedded in the CBDC design, its impact on privacy will have to be assessed. As the CBDC and
its payments infrastructure are likely to have access to new forms of personal data, including transaction level data,
policy questions about who can access such data and under what circumstances will emerge. This will require a balance
to be struck between privacy considerations and the objective of preventing financial crime.

What will be the preliminary considerations for
designing a Digital Rupee?
How effective a Digital Rupee would be in meeting the policy objectives discussed above or in confronting the
potential problems we currently see in the payments market and what consequences a Digital Rupee could entail
for the economy and society will depend on how is it designed, which characteristics it has and how is it provided.
There are two main elements to any CBDC - the CBDC itself i.e. access to a new form of central bank money; and
the CBDC infrastructure that allows CBDC to be transferred and used for payments. Different aspects that will
require consideration are discussed below.
Who will have access to the CBDC?
As discussed, CBDC can be designed as a wholesale CBDC i.e. intended for inter-bank payments or retail CBDC i.e.
intended to be used by everyone. Considering that banks already have accounts at the RBI, it may be useful to assess if
and to what extent a wholesale CBDC could provide any improvements over the existing mechanism. One particular
use case that is being considered is the use of wholesale CBDCs in the context of cross border payments. Retail CBDCs
appear to be a popular choice across many Surveyed Jurisdictions - which may be also a good starting point for India.
However, considering that India already has undertaken several initiatives to promote the retail digital payments, the
value proposition of a retail CBDC will have to be undertaken through a cost-benefit analysis. If RBI intends to issue a
retail CBDC, several issues especially the role of RBI and private players will have to be assessed.
What will be the functional features of a CBDC?
These features are essential to design how the CBDC will facilitate payments and how users will interact with the CBDC
platform. This is relevant for a retail CBDC to ensure that it provides users with a safe, reliable and useful mode of
payment. The functional features discussed in Chapter III will also be relevant in the Indian context. For instance, factors
that may influence the demand for a CBDC for payment purposes will include - the payment needs met by the CBDC,
how widely adopted it is, cost of using, security, availability, convertibility into other forms of money, interoperability
across other payment instruments, etc. Insofar as the factors influencing the CBDC’s function as a store of value is
concerned, factors such as remuneration (interest bearing), if any, limit on the amount of CBDC funds that can be held,
security, convertibility into bank-deposits and vice versa, etc, will be relevant. Ultimately, for retail users, assessment of
a CBDC with other existing means of payment will also influence the demand for such CBDC.
Economic and Technological aspects
Many Surveyed Jurisdictions are also exploring specific economic features of a CBDC such as whether it should be
interest bearing or not, whether central banks should impose limits on the amount of CBDC that can be held and
whether CBDC be freely convertible into other forms of central bank money or bank deposits. Similarly, jurisdictions are
also exploring the technological designs (especially the use of DLT) that will be necessary to meet the functional features
discussed above. For the purposes of this report, we have not explored these aspects as the research on these issues are
at a preliminary stage in many countries without any conclusive finding.
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Role of RBI in CBDC issuance & its impact on
existing policy objectives and institutional
capacity
An assessment of the CBDC issuance on existing policy objectives and mandate of RBI under different laws and
its potential impact on the institutional capacity of RBI to execute the CBDC issuance process requires
consideration.
Under the RBI Act, the RBI is expected to operate the credit and currency systems, maintain reserves to preserve
monetary stability and operate the monetary policy framework in India. Over the years, RBI has assumed different
roles and functions pursuant to different statutes - such as the regulator of banks, and non-banking financial
companies under the Banking Regulation Act, 1949 (“BR Act”) and the regulator of payment systems under the
Payment and Settlements Systems Act 2007 (“PSS Act”). The RBI as the central bank also operates the large value
payment systems in India. In these different capacities, RBI pursues other policy objectives, such as promotion of
financial inclusion, digital payments and innovation in the financial sector. The issuance of a Digital Rupee will
involve reassessing the role of RBI to consider how a CBDC would fit into or further these statutory objectives
and mandate of RBI under existing laws. For instance, the economic implications of a CBDC, particularly its impact
on monetary stability is critical since RBI is responsible for the same under the RBI Act. Similarly, the RBI has the
mandate to regulate and supply banknotes in India, which effectively may be viewed that RBI will continue to issue
such notes even with the issuance of CBDC. As the regulator of payment systems in India, RBI is responsible to
promote a secure and efficient payment system. The impact of a payments infrastructure for CBDC payments on
this policy priority will have to be assessed.
The introduction of a retail CBDC in India, irrespective of the model may lead to RBI introducing services for the
general public. This marks a departure from its existing operations, in which RBI has no direct relationship with
the end consumers. Irrespective of whether the CBDC is structured as a direct or a Two-tiered CBDC Model, RBI
is likely to have more operative tasks - though the extent may vary with the design. Briefly, activities in CBDC
issuance is likely to include - development and administration of CBDC system, customer onboarding and due
diligence, transaction authorisation, maintaining system security, ensuring interoperability with other systems,
executing partnerships with third parties, and designing and implementing a regulatory framework for CBDC
issuance. Some of these functions may be outsourced to intermediaries in a Two-tiered CBDC Model. However, if
the CBDC design involves RBI assuming responsibility for a large number of services linked to CBDC, it implies
that RBI will be responsible for new areas of activities which will require new competencies within the bank. The
costs, risks, responsibility and degree of the bank’s operative control must be considered and assessed before a
decision on the design of CBDC is taken. Alternatively, in a model where RBI assumes a less operative role, with
most consumer facing services being outsourced to intermediaries, it will still need to develop monitoring,
oversight and risk management functions, evaluate third-party risks, and establish systems to respond to
potential CBDC disruptions that could result from operational failures or cyber breaches.

CBDC Issuance in India - Preliminary Legal
Considerations
A possible introduction of a Digital Rupee raises important legal issues that require consideration. The design of
the Digital Rupee will determine the legislative interventions required to issue a CBDC. At present, research and
development on CBDC involves examining a range of designs, based on access, use case, technology, and the role
of the private sector. Common differentiators therefore include retail and wholesale CBDC, account and tokenbased CBDC as well as synthetic CBDC. The legal treatment of each of these designs will differ.
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Legal Treatment of CBDC
From a legal perspective, some
Key Features of the legal framework governing the issue of
commentators have drawn a distinction
Sand Dollar in Bahamas
between three commonly used terms in
the payment sphere - money, currency
The Central Bank of Bahamas announced a national rollout of the Sand
and
payment
instruments.147First,
Dollar in 2020.
currency is an official means of payment
As per Central Bank of the Bahamas Act, 2020 (CBA Act), the central
that is denominated in the official
bank is responsible for the issuance of electronic money or other forms
monetary unit and recognized by a
of stored value.
monetary law. This usually encompasses
banknotes and coins. In India, the RBI Act
The CBA Act further confers legal tender status on electronic money
and the Coinage Act, 2011 confers legal
issued by the central bank. Further, this Act empowers the central bank
tender status to banknotes and coins
to issue regulations for issuance of electronic money by the central bank
respectively. Second, the concept of
money is sometimes understood to be a
Exercising these powers, the central bank has issued the draft Central
broader concept – which includes legal
Bank (Electronic Bahamian Dollars) Regulations, 2021. The proposed
tender as well as book money or broad
regulations deal with - qualification of wallet providers (wallets store
money circulated by commercial banks.
the sand dollar), provisions relating to consumer protection,
Third, payment instruments are used to
interoperability, limits on amount that can be held in wallets, etc.
effect payment - which includes cheques
and bills of exchange. While terms
The Payment Systems Act, 2012 which is relied on for the definition of
relating to money, currency and payment
electronic money under the CBA Act is also proposed to be amended to
system tend to be used interchangeably
specifically empower the central bank to issue sand dollar.
in the CBDC discourse, the legal
treatment may not necessarily be the
same. In light of the varying designs of CBDC being explored by jurisdictions, this distinction is necessary to
identify the legal treatment of a CBDC. Another important legal concept that is critical to the discussion for
CBDCs is the definition of payment systems and its treatment under the payment systems law. In India, the PSS
Act defines “payment systems” to mean “a system that enables payment to be effected between a payer and a
beneficiary, involving clearing, payment or settlement service or all of them, but does not include a stock exchange.” In
India, retail payment systems (such as UPI), wallets, card networks, etc. that facilitate payment processing is
required to be authorised by RBI and is regulated under the PSS Act. Such payment systems facilitate transfer of
funds denominated in the same currency as central bank or commercial bank money, as opposed to creating a new
form of money. At this point, it is also useful to distinguish a retail CBDC from some other types of digital payment
methods like e-money. E-money (also known as stored-value facilities) is a form of electronically stored monetary
value that can be used to make payments. This encompasses a wide variety of facilities, including prepaid cards
and digital wallets. Arguably, e-money is somewhat similar to bank deposits, though they are issued by non-banks
and are typically covered by a different regulatory framework than banks. While the user interface and technology
employed for a CBDC could be similar to that for e-money, the key difference is that e-money is not issued by a
central bank and, therefore, presents some credit risk to the user.148
In many countries, CBDC projects entails the creation of a payments infrastructure to facilitate transfer of funds.
For instance, many reports149 claim that Cambodia’s payments solution “Bakong” is a CBDC. The Bakong White
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Paper states that “Project Bakong is designed as a new platform for a payment system that uses DLT to enhance efficiency
(cost, speed and security) of the payment system……..The implementation of Bakong would connect all financial
institutions and payment service providers under single payment platform which will allow for fund transfers to be
processed on real-time basis without the need of a centralized clearing house.”150A reading of this model indicates that
Bakong appears to be more of a payments infrastructure operated by the central bank backed by fiat currency, as
opposed to a new form of central bank money. Central bank officials have also clarified that Bakong is not a CBDC
issued by the central bank.151 Irrespective of nomenclature, legal treatment of a CBDC is intrinsically linked to the
design of the CBDC.

Legal Mandate to issue retail CBDC
Any CBDC issuance by the central bank must be backed by statute. This is particularly significant since CBDC is a
novel concept and any lack of legal certainty regarding the same in case India decides to issue a CBDC will expose
the central bank to legal, financial and reputational risks. The need for an express mandate and legal certainty is
also evident from existing legislative provisions under the RBI Act which empowers RBI to issue banknotes and
open accounts for banks. To assess if the issuance of a CBDC is within the mandate of RBI, an analysis of existing
provisions of law and the mandate of RBI is relevant.
Existing Powers of the RBI to issue currency and open accounts
Power to issue currency: Under section 22 of the RBI Act, RBI has the sole right to issue banknotes. RBI’s Issue
Department is tasked with the responsibility of issuing and maintaining bank notes and bears liabilities equal to
the total amount of currency in circulation.152For coins, the RBI has a relatively circumscribed role. Under the
Indian Coinage Act, 2011, RBI’s duties are limited to distributing coins supplied by the central government, with
the latter assuming responsibility for the design and minting of coins.
Power to open accounts with RBI: Under the RBI Act, the RBI is empowered to act as a banker to the country’s
banks. As a result, scheduled and non-scheduled banks153may maintain current accounts with the RBI for three
reasons: one, to fulfil statutory obligations, such as maintaining a prescribed reserve account; two, to settle clearing
house positions; three, to settle inter-bank transactions and transactions with governments.154Notably, while the
RBI Act does not have an express provision empowering RBI to open and maintain accounts for commercial banks,
a review of section 42 of the RBI Act indicates that banks can open such accounts with the RBI.
Assessing the Legal Mandate of RBI to issue retail CBDC
The power to issue currency is relevant for a retail token-based CBDC. To understand if RBI is empowered to issue
retail token-based CBDC, it is necessary to assess if the existing currency issuance power is broad enough to
empower RBI to issue all types of currency or is it restricted to physical notes. The IMC Report relies on section
25 of the RBI Act which provides that the design, form and material of banknotes shall be such as may be approved
by the central government after consideration of the recommendations made by the central board of the RBI. The
IMC Report notes that section 25 of the RBI Act does not expressly require a banknote to be made of a particular
technology or form (i.e. physical). Given that the provisions allows the central government to specify the design,
form and material, the IMC Report argues that section 25 of the RBI Act can be interpreted to envisage a banknote
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in any form, including digital as long as the same is approved by the central government after considering the
recommendations of the central board of RBI. Accordingly, the IMC Report recommended that CBDC can be
issued in India if the central board of the RBI makes a recommendation to the central government to declare a
CBDC to be within the meaning of “bank note” under section 25 of the RBI Act, and the recommendation is
“approved” by the central government.
Contrary to this, some researchers view that any argument that the power of a central bank to issue specifically
“banknotes” and coins can be interpreted to mean both physical and digital currency may be a “stretched legal
interpretation.155Equating a CBDC to a “bank note” may have a restrictive impact on the CBDC design which will
then have to work within the framework for banknotes.156 Some aspects which may get impacted with such an
interpretation is the remuneration (if any) associated with a CBDC, the denomination of CBDC, etc.157At the time
of the enactment of the RBI Act, the legislature did not envisage banknotes to be in any form other than physical
notes. Given the novelty and complexity associated with a CBDC and by way of abundant caution, policymakers
in case of a retail token-based CBDC must consider an express provision enabling RBI to issue a currency in digital
form. Pertinently, this is a common issue that most jurisdictions will face in the issuance of such token-based
CBDC. A study released by the International Monetary Fund (“IMF”) notes that among the 171 central banks that
are members of IMF, almost 61% of central bank laws limits the authority of issuance of currency to banknotes
and coins. Notably, the power to issue currency is also supplemented with other provisions in the RBI Act relating
to legal tender status and withdrawal of such status, production of notes, denomination of such notes, etc. The
legal treatment of such issues in the context of CBDC will also have to be considered.
The power of the RBI to open account is also relevant for a retail account-based CBDC. While currently only banks
are allowed to open and maintain accounts with RBI, in case of a retail account-based CBDC, the law will have to
expressly empower RBI to open accounts for other users. According to an IMF study, out of its 171 central bank
members, almost 85% of central banks limit the power of central banks to open accounts for financial institutions.
It is pertinent to note that the aforesaid considerations will be relevant in the context of a direct CBDC. In the
event, India decides to adopt a Two-Tiered CBDC Model, as discussed earlier, necessary amendments facilitating
the entry of CBDC Intermediaries will be required. This is discussed in detail below.
Payment systems law and CBDC issuance
The issuance of a retail CBDC - either as token-based or account-based must be supported by a payments
infrastructure to process such CBDC payments. In the event, a separate payments infrastructure for processing
such CBDC payments have to be set up, the legal implications of this system, which is likely to qualify as a “payment
system” under the PSS Act will have to be considered.
The PSS Act designates the RBI as the authority for the regulation and supervision of payment systems in India.
Notably, RBI not only regulates payment systems in India, but is also the operator of RTGS and NEFT. The PSS Act
exempts RBI from obtaining an authorisation under the Act to operate a payment system in India. If a CBDC were
to be introduced through an RBI-operated infrastructure, then this would presumably resemble a payment
system. There does not appear to be any hindrance under the PSS Act to allow RBI to operate such a payment
system. However, in case of Two-tiered CBDC Model which allows entry of third parties as CBDC Intermediaries,
the implications under the PSS Act will have to be explored.
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Other Legal Considerations
Legal Tender Status
One of the legal means for countries to sanction the use of currency is through the granting of legal tender status.
Broadly, a legal tender status implies that the State recognises the payment in the currency (which has been
granted a legal tender status) as a valid discharge of a debt.158In India, section 26 of the RBI Act confers legal
tender status to banknotes issued by the RBI. As per the RBI Act, “every bank note shall be legal tender at any place
in India in payment or on account for the amount expressed and shall be guaranteed by the Central Government.”
Similarly, the coins issued by the Government of India under section 6 of the Indian Coinage Act, 2011 shall be
legal tender in payment. A coin of any denomination not lower than one rupee shall be legal tender for any sum
not exceeding one thousand rupees. Fifty paise (half rupee) coin shall be legal tender for any sum not exceeding
ten rupees. Implications of legal tender status may vary across countries.159Broadly, the legal tender rules apply
unless there is a contractual provision stipulating otherwise between the parties to the transaction.160
Therefore, whether CBDC should be granted a legal tender status and if granted, what will be the implications of
the same are issues that will have to be considered. Certain Surveyed Jurisdictions are exploring how the concept
of legal tender will operate in the context of CBDC. In particular, Sweden has noted that the concept of legal
tender “does not have a very great significance for payments in the retail trade or for banks either”161 as practically, there
is an option to agree and to accept other forms of currency through an agreement. Accordingly, the Riksbank is
considering if an “e-krona” should have the status of legal tender in addition to cash or the concept of legal tender
itself should be reimagined162 for a digital economy. However, Norway views that the concept of legal tender is
necessary from a consumer protection point of view and argues that a CBDC can expand the area of application
of legal tender as CBDC can be used for distant payments.163
Currently, there is no legal prohibition to confer a legal tender status to a CBDC. However, in the context of a retail
CBDC, conferring a legal tender status on a CBDC will be fair only if a large segment of the population has the
resources to pay and accept the same. It has been pointed out164that the obligation to accept a digital form of
central bank money as a means of payment may give rise to questions regarding equal access as many payees may
not have the technological interface to accept such payments. This must be contrasted with banknotes which is
relatively easily accessible by all. These issues in turn raise the question of whether such a legal tender status to
CBDC to be viewed as fair will require the state to ensure that such a means of payment is easily accessible.
CBDC and Unit of Currency
One of the functions of money as discussed above is that it serves as a “unit of account”. Therefore, countries have
official monetary units or units of currency. For instance, Rupee in India, Dollar in USA, Yuan in China, etc.
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Jurisdictions studying CBDC do not envisage that the introduction of a CBDC will change such unit of currency. A
CBDC will simply be a central bank liability issued digitally in the official monetary unit.
Regulating intermediaries in a Two-tiered CBDC Model
The introduction of a Two-tiered CBDC Model will involve participation of actors from the private sector which
can act as CBDC Intermediaries. This calls for designing a legal framework for supervision and regulation of such
players. Depending on the final design of the CBDC, it will have to be explored whether such a legal framework
for CBDC Intermediaries will have to be issued separately (like proposed by Bahamas) or will be accommodated
within existing legislation. In any event, important issues for regulation of CBDC Intermediaries will include qualification criteria for becoming CBDC Intermediaries, ensuring that such entities are subject to operational
and financial resilience to mitigate any risk that may arise in the CBDC ecosystem in case of their failure, standards
relating to access and interoperability, compliance with KYC, data protection law, AML laws, etc. Considering the
impact of the CBDC system on systemic stability, the treatment of such CBDC Intermediaries under the RBI
framework for financial market infrastructures will also have to be considered.165The imputation of liability
between the RBI and the CBDC Intermediary in case of any loss suffered by a user due to an unauthorised
transaction relating to her CBDC funds will also have to be determined.

Implications under other laws
Depending on the design of the CBDC, other laws that may have to be reviewed to facilitate CBDC issuance are data protection laws166 (in case CBDC systems store personal information), prevention of money laundering law
and its applicability to RBI especially in the context of direct CBDC, criminal laws which deal with counterfeiting
of currencies (relevant for token-based CBDC), etc. In case of a direct CBDC, in the event the central bank
becomes a repository of economy wide transaction level data, the central bank may be solely responsible for
protecting privacy and data of all users, which may be onerous. Similarly, in the absence of any public-private
partnership, the compliance with anti-money laundering laws and tax laws, could also fall on the central bank.
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VI. Conclusion
As argued earlier, it is premature at this stage to conclude whether India should issue a CBDC. Given the varying
motivations for issuing CBDC, the uncertainty regarding its potential impact on the financial system and the
existence of a fairly efficient payment systems market in India, the ultimate decision as to whether to issue CBDC
will come down to weighing the costs and benefits of CBDC issuance against those of the alternatives.
Nevertheless, it is equally important to state that the tokenisation of payment systems may have far reaching
impact and central banks cannot remain bystanders. In this transformative journey of payments, many central
banks are exploring to lead the way through their work on CBDC. While many countries have confirmed that they
do not view CBDC issuance as a priority, they continue to research on CBDC, should the need arise in the future
to issue a CBDC.
•

Considering the novelty and complexity of issues that a CBDC issuance may pose, it is important that there
is a well-thought regulatory roadmap for CBDC issuance in India, which should amongst other things
include a consultative approach, with relevant stakeholders.

•

Any such process should commence with a study to understand the potential use cases or identify the policy
priorities that CBDC issuance can further in India. Opportunities that will perhaps enable RBI to further its
policy objectives should encourage issuance. While other opportunities highlighted by secondary literature
such as preventing financial crimes, or promoting fiscal stimulus may guide CBDC development, they are
not likely to be the primary consideration.

•

Despite the opportunities and use cases identified by the central bank, it is important that there are certain
core principles that should guide CBDC research in India167 - (a) CBDC should not substitute cash and
access to cash should be provided to citizens as long as there is a demand for it. This is important for a
jurisdiction like India which has a sizeable population that remains underbanked (b) CBDC should not be
viewed as a substitute to private money in India - this is important for India since it has a fairly developed
digital payments infrastructure which should not be majorly disrupted due to CBDC issuance (c) CBDC
issuance should enable RBI to further its policy objectives and should not be designed in a manner that it
puts a strain on the institutional capacity of RBI to effectively carry out its existing mandate (d) CBDC
issuance must have demonstrated impact on increasing the efficiency of payments in India - its issuance
should not be solely guided by the rise of privately issued currencies such as cryptocurrencies and
stablecoins. While these core principles should guide the CBDC research, irrespective of design, functional
features may vary depending on the final design of the CBDC

•

Upon identification of the use cases of a CBDC in India, it is important to follow it up with practical
experimentation especially, to test the functional design and technical feasibility of the CBDC. This should
include pilots in a controlled environment with the involvement of the private sector as well as some
prospective users.

•

The ultimate decision to issue a CBDC should be guided by such research, pilots, dialogue with public
private stakeholders to understand the potential opportunities and challenges associated with CBDC
issuance and the possible and the design that can tap into such opportunities and address the risks. In any
such deliberation, specific emphasis on legal consideration is also critical to avoid any legal or reputational
risks to the RBI.
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Annexure A - Snapshot of CBDC Research in
Surveyed Jurisdictions
Sr.
No.

1.

Jurisdiction

Australia

Stage of CBDC Development

Retail CBDC: Members of the Payment System Board of the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) consider that at present there is “not a strong public-policy case” for retail CBDC issuance
in Australia given that the electronic payment system in Australia is working favourably and there is adequate access to cash. (2020)168
Wholesale CBDC: As a part of the ongoing research at RBA on wholesale CBDC, it has partnered with banks and a blockchain technology company to explore the potential use and
implications of a wholesale CBDC using DLT. (2020)169

2.

Bahamas

The Central Bank of Bahamas had issued a paper on its CBDC project called Project Sand Dollar in 2019.170 In 2020, it announced171 the nationwide launch of the Sand Dollar, which
is a digital version of the Bahamian Dollar.172(2020)
In 2021, the central bank has released a consultation paper on draft Central Bank (Electronic Bahamian Dollars) Regulations, 2021 for developing a legal framework for the central
bank’s oversight of wallet providers. (2021)173

3.

Brazil

The Banco Central do Brasil has created a study group to evaluate the potential benefits and impact of issuing a digital Brazilian Real.174(2020)

4.

Canada

The Bank of Canada has released a report on contingency planning for a CBDC. While the bank currently has “no plans to launch a CBDC”, it proposes to build the capacity to issue a
“general purpose, cash-like CBDC” should the need arise.175(2020)

5.

China

Reports indicate that the People’s Bank of China has conducted a pilot of a digital yuan in October 2020.176 No official announcement on the same.
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6.

Denmark

Last published stand of the central bank clarifies that Denmark is not looking to issue a CBDC because there is no evidence that it will result in better payment solutions. (2017)177

7.

Eastern Caribbean

The central bank had launched a pilot for a retail CBDC - a digital version of the Eastern Caribbean dollar sometime in 2019.178

8.

Ecuador

Launched in 2014, the central bank provided electronic money accounts to its citizens to make mobile money payments.179It is reported that the project has been
discontinued.(2015)180

9.

Estonia

The central bank has launched a research project with technology companies to investigate the suitability of a blockchain based core technology of e-government in Estonia for
operating the money infrastructure for a CBDC. (2020)181

10.

Eswatini

The central bank launched a “diagnostic study” to investigate the possible use cases of a CBDC in Eswatini.182 The report of the first phase which focussed on potential benefits of CBDC
has been released. (2020)183

11.

European Union

The European Central Bank has released a report on a digital euro which sets out its work on possible reasons to issue a CBDC, potential impact, design possibilities, etc.184The report
was opened for public consultation, which has ended.185

12.

France

The central bank has issued a call for application to experiment with the use of CBDC for interbank settlements and to identify use cases for integrating CBDC in “innovative procedures
for the clearing and settlement of tokenised financial assets”.186
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13.

Ghana

The Governor of the central bank had stated that the bank is exploring the possibility of a pilot project (in a sandbox environment) for a CBDC.187

14.

Hong Kong

As per government official, the Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) commenced research on a CBDC in 2017 under "Project LionRock". As per findings of the research, since Hong
Kong already had an efficient retail payment infrastructure and services, CBDC was found to be have greater potential at the wholesale and cross-border payment level. (2020)188
The HKMA in collaboration with the Bank of Thailand (BoT) under Project Inathon-LionRock developed a proof of concept for the understanding the use case of a CBDC in cross border
payments. The findings of the study were released by way of a report.189
Central Bank of the United Arab Emirates and the Digital Currency Institute of the People’s Bank of China will now join HKMA and BoT in the second phase of Project InthanonLionRock. The project proposes to further explore the capabilities of DLT, through developing a proof-of-concept prototype “to facilitate real-time cross-border foreign exchange
payment-versus-payment transactions in a multi-jurisdictional context and on a 24/7 basis”. (2021)190

15.

Iceland

An interim report focussing on advantages and disadvantages of CBDC (rafkróna) issuance has been released. The report seeks to initiate a discussion on a rafkróna in Iceland. (2018)

16.

Israel

A report of an internal team constituted by the Governor of the central bank in 2017 to study issues surrounding CBDC has been released. The report recommends that the central
bank should not issue a CBDC in the near future. However, it adds that the central must continue to examine and monitor CBDC research to inform its decision to issue a CBDC, if
required.191

17.

Jamaica

The central bank has invited applications to develop and test potential CBDC solutions in its regulatory sandbox. (2020)192

18.

Japan

The central bank has published a preliminary report setting out its approach to CBDC.193The bank will develop a test environment for the CBDC system and conduct experiments on
the basic functions that are core to CBDC as a payment instrument. The experiments are likely to begin in spring of 2021.194

19.

Kuwait

The central bank’s annual report for 2018 / 2019 refers to a central bank digital system that the bank is working on without disclosing the details of the same.195
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20.

Lithuania

A report setting out an analysis of CBDC design choices and monetary and financial stability implications have been published.196 It broadly presents the CBDC concept and typology,
surveys the existing literature and documents the initiatives undertaken by central banks around the world. (2019)

21.

Madagascar

A note setting out the broad contours of the CBDC project has been released. It will be conducted in two phases, with the first phase focusing on analysis, design and export operations;
and the second phase will involve deployment and production.197

22.

Malaysia

The Deputy Governor of the central bank has confirmed in a speech that the central bank is exploring the merits and feasibility of issuing CBDC. (2020)198

23.

Mauritius

The central bank’s annual report confirms that the central bank has commenced a project to implement a CBDC.199 The Bank of Mauritius Act has been amended to expressly empower
the central bank to issue a digital currency.200(2020)

24.

Netherlands

The central bank has noted that it seeks to play a “leading role” in developing a CBDC.201 A research report setting out objectives, preconditions and design choices have also been
published.202 (2020)

25.

New Zealand

Central bank official had clarified in a speech that while the central bank is researching on a retail CBDC, there are no imminent plans to issue the same.203

26.

Norway

In 2018, a report was released which outlines the work undertaken by a working group of the central bank. The report presented an overview of factors that should guide the central
bank’s decision to issue a CBDC.204 In 2019, the working group’s report explored possible objectives of a CBDC and alternative designs for achieving these objectives.205In 2020, a
status report on the CBDC project which is in the third phase was published.206If a decision to move forward is made by the working group, it is likely to release a framework for pilot
testing.

27.

Philippines

The Payments Transformation Roadmap 2020-2023 confirms that the central bank has commenced its “in-depth study on the issuance of central bank digital currency (CBDC) and
its effect on monetary policy and money supply. 207
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28.

Russia

A consultation paper on a ‘digital ruble’ outlining potential ways to implement CBDC issuance and the corresponding functional requirements of a CBDC has been released. (2020)208

29.

Saudi Arabia

The central bank of Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates has launched a project to study distributed ledger-based infrastructure, the technical dimensions of the central bank digital
currency (CBDC), ways of issuance and trading of the CBDCs, and interbank settlement.209A report setting out the findings of the project has been released. 210

30.

Singapore

The Monetary Authority of Singapore and the central bank of Canada conducted “successful experiment on cross-border and cross-currency payments using central bank digital
currencies”.211 This was a part of the broader multi-year collaborative Project Ubin to explore the use of blockchain and DLT for clearing and settlement of payments and securities.
The project aims to help to better understand the technology with the eventual goal of developing central bank issued digital token.

31.

South Africa

As per official statements, the central bank is exploring the benefits and risks of a CBDC, especially its implications on financial stability, monetary policy transmission and potential
disintermediation of banking due to CBDC issuance. 212

32.

South Korea

Announcement of 22 month pilot project on CBDC.(2020)213 Report on legal issues associated with CBDC issuance conducted by an external research for the second phase
of the CBDC pilot has also been released. (2021)214

33.

Spain

Strategic Plan 2024, released by the central bank confirms that one of the priorities for 2020 and 2021 will be to assess the introduction of a CBDC and its impact on the financial
system and economy.215

34.

Sweden

Commenced its project to explore the possibility of CBDC (e-krona) issuance in 2017.216 Under the project, the central bank has already published two reports on its research.217 The
central bank in collaboration with a consultancy firm is conducting a pilot aimed at developing a technical solution for e-krona.218

35.

Switzerland

The Federal Council has published a report analysing the pros and cons for a CBDC. It concluded that a general purpose CBDC would not bring any “additional benefits” for Switzerland.
However, it observed that wholesale CBDC “would appear more promising” than a general purpose CBDC. (2019)219
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In collaboration with the Bank for International Settlements’ Innovation Hub Swiss Centre, the Swiss National Bank under Project Helvetia has explored the technical and legal
feasibility of two proofs of concept involving transfer of digital assets through issuance of a wholesale CBDC on a “distributed asset platform” and linking the digital asset platform to
an existing wholesale payment system. (2020)220
36.

Thailand

Please see description of the CBDC research in Hong Kong. BoT is also conducting collaborative experiments to develop a prototype for CBDC explore how CBDC can be used by the
business sector to enhance efficiency and flexibility of payments. The CBDC system prototype utilizes DLT for integration with the procurement management, billing, and payments
systems.221

37.

Trinidad & Tobago

The central bank issued a statement that CBDC issuance is not a priority, though it will continue to monitor developments in this area. (2018)222

38.

Tunisia

The central bank issued a clarification stating that the bank is examining CBDC, but the same is at an early stage.223

39.

United Arab Emirates

Please see description of the CBDC research in Saudi Arabia.

40.

Ukraine

The central bank has published an “analytical report” setting out the findings of its pilot project for issuance of CBDC. (2019) 224

41.

United Kingdom

A discussion paper setting out the opportunities, challenges and possible design of a CBDC for UK has been released. (2020)225

42.

Uruguay

A pilot for issuance of “digital banknotes of the Uruguayan peso” was announced in 2017.226

43.

United States of America

In speeches and statements, USA has acknowledged that it is assessing the opportunities and challenges of, as well as the use cases for, a CBDC, as a complement to cash and other
payments options.227 The Federal Reserve Bank of Boston is collaborating with a research organisation to build and test a hypothetical digital currency oriented to central bank uses.228
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